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Euphemios, Patriarch of Constantinople in the Years 490–496

Abstract: The article aims to reconstruct the activity of Euphemios beginning from his appointment to bishop of Constantinople 
until his death in exile, with regard to broader political and religious aspects of the period. In its reconstruction of the events, it 
draws primarily on the work of Theodore Lector, the best-informed and closest to the relevant facts, as well as on the associated 
tradition, and confronts it with other sources. Euphemios’ elevation to metropolitan in 490 took place with the emperor Zeno’s 
approval, with no pressure from the pro-Chalcedonian circles at the capital. Despite his efforts, the bishop failed to put an end 
to the schism with Rome and consolidate the Chalcedonian movement in the Empire. From the beginning, Euphemios had not 
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emperor, which would result in the deposition of Euphemios in 496, had erupted shortly before that event and had been preceded 
by several years of their peaceful co-existence. The bishop’s deposition was caused primarily by political reasons in connection 
with the accusations of Euphemios’ collaboration with the Isaurian rebels, not any religious considerations. It was linked to the 
defeat of the Isaurian forces in the civil war and, most probably, Anastasius’ acquisition of some documents compromising the 
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cation of his deposition carried through by a synod.
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the Church. In 451, the bishops convened at Chalcedon undertook to put an end to the ongoing Chris-
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cause much resistance in some sections of the Church in the Eastern part of the Empire. The close of 
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Church at Constantinople continued in its consistent support of the decisions of Chalcedon, yet the 
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the anti-Chalcedonian movement had been steadily growing. In 482, the emperor Zeno addressed the 
Church in Egypt in a document known as Henotikon, which was an attempt to reconcile the moderate 
opponents of the Council with the pro-Chalcedonian Church supported by the imperial authority. De-
spite some initial success, this particular endeavour would end in failure and the anti-Chalcedonian 
attitudes in Egypt would become even stronger. The popes were staunch advocates of the decrees of 
Chalcedon, although the bishops of Constantinople could not have relied on receiving any support 
from the See of Rome. In 484, Rome ceased to be in communion with Constantinople, and the so-
called Acacian schism was to continue until as late as 519.1

To date, the contemporary episcopate of Euphemios has not been treated with much historio-
graphical interest. Except for some brief encyclopaedic notes, the sole more extensive essay de-
5�+���5����������=Q���;���;���������������+���Q������=�}2 Although recent years have brought a few 
publications showing some more attention to Euphemios, they tend to focus almost exclusively on 
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of Euphemios’ episcopate.3 Something of a notable exception are the works of Phillipe Blaudeau, 

 1 For more on the subject, see �����������, The Emperor Zeno. Religion and Politics (Byzantina et Slavica Cracoviensia VI). 
Cracow 2010.

 2 �����
��&����������, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire ecclésiastique des six premiers siècles, XVI. Venise 1732, 632–
662. Cf. ���'
�, Euphémius. DHGE XV 1410–1411.
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���, Anastasius I. Poli-
tics and Empire in the Late Roman World (ARCA. Classical and Medieval Texts, Papers and Monographs 46). Cambridge 
2006; ��������, Anastasios I. Die Entstehung des Byzantinischen Reiches. Stuttgart 2009 and '��&�'����
�*�+��+��
���/, 
Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of Anastasius (with a Reedition of O.Mon.Epiph. 59). Mill 6 (2009)
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investigating the circumstances of Euphemios’ accession to the See of Constantinople towards the 
close of Zeno’s reign and the bishop’s relations with Rome.4 It is nonetheless worth discussing the 
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John Chrysostom – deposed in consequence of the emperor’s explicit demand. The circumstances 
of his deposition may thus signify an important shift in the status of the relationship between the 
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episcopate also shed some more light on the contemporary factors instrumental in appointing a new 
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Byzantine period.

The present article aims to depict the activity of Euphemios from his appointment as Patriarch 
of Constantinople to his death in exile, with broader political and religious contexts of the period. 
Contrary to the currently prevailing view, I would like to point out that Euphemios’ accession to the 
metropolitan rank took place on the strength of the emperor Zeno’s consent, not in consequence of 
any pressure exerted on the latter. Besides, with no support from the emperor, the bishop of Con-
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Churches in the East. Euphemios failed in preventing Anastasius’ elevation to the throne, yet a dra-
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tion of the former in 496, following several years of relatively peaceful mutual relations. Therefore, 
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1. SOURCES

The body of the source information relating to Euphemios is not very extensive and consists, for the 
most part, of more or less perfunctory notes on his deposition.

<�<��������
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The most important source-based tradition on the life and activity of Euphemios is Theodore Lector’s 
Ecclesiastical History and the later works drawing thereon. Theodore was closely associated with 
Patriarch Makedonios of Constantinople, whom he accompanied after the bishop’s banishment to 
Euchaïta, in 511, where his work was composed. The author had been therefore writing his work after 
<����*��������*����������;��=�%QV��<�����5�V����������5�<�*������
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Constantinople he had described. As a Constantinopolitan cleric closely associated with the Patriarch 
�����5���������5� �����<������+����+��5�;���� ����<����V�������'�Q�+�}�����5����;��� ��5�+����5�
Chalcedonian and his dogmatic views make him glorify the fervent defenders of Chalcedon, includ-
ing Euphemios, in his work. On the contrary, opponents of the Council are depicted in very critical 
terms, at times even bordering on caricature depiction; he is also clearly averse to the emperor Ana-
stasius. In Theodore’s view, the ideal ruler was to obey the orthodox bishops, under whose auspices 
he ought to act in defence of the Chalcedonian teachings, but he should not interfere in internal 
affairs of the Church. The History comprised the entire history of the Church and was composed of 
three parts, of which the last one constitutes his proper work, in four books, extending until the death 
 

  223–264. Let us also take note of the following earlier publications: �����
�
��, Church and State in the Later Roman 
Empire, The Religious Policy of Anastasius the First, 491–518. Thessalonike 1974 and ����
��""�, L’imperatore Anastasio I 
(491–518). Studio sulla sua vita, la sua opera e la sua personalità (OCA 184). Roma 1969.

 4 ����!�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491). De l’histoire à la géo-ecclésiologie (Bibliothèque des Écoles fran-
çaises d’Athénes et de Rome 327). Roma 2006 and ����!�
#&�
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auprès de l’empereur d’orient dans la seconde moitiè du Ve siècle (452–496). MEFRA 113 (2001) 1059–1123.
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of Anastasius in 518. Theodore’s History has survived only in fragments, in the form of extracts from 
the Epitome, an abridged version of Theodore’s work written in 610–615, and the church histories by 
Eusebius, Gelasius of Caesarea, and John Diakrinomenos.5

Theodore Lector’s work was much used by later authors, whose accounts do not so much pro-
vide any new details as they permit a fuller reconstruction of Theodore’s account. As early as in the 
sixth century, a Latin chronicle was composed by Victor of Tunnuna, one of the African bishops 
summoned to Constantinople by the emperor Justinian. Because, as a consistent Chalcedonian, he 
���Q��5����+��5�<���������+����5�������'��V���������>>�������<V�������5���<�+�����5������<����-
tery in Egypt, later at Constantinople. During his presence at the capital, he had composed a Latin 
chronicle from the Creation to the year 566, of which the last part, beginning from 444, has survived 
to modern times. The information concerning Euphemios is apparently completely dependent on 
Theodore Lector’s History, hence the evaluations of Euphemios and Anastasius coincide with The-
odore’s views.6

A much later author, Theophanes (d. 817/818), wrote a chronicle encompassing a period from 285 
to 813. Likewise, his account of Euphemios’ episcopate is based on Theodore’s History, which is of-
ten cited almost verbatim. However, the author had incorporated some additions, giving Theodore’s 
original content a somewhat sharper edge and offering a more critical judgement of Anastasius’ 
conduct.7 Another ninth-century writer just as dependent on Theodore Lector’s work is George the 
Monk, the author of the Chronikon syntomon, which was composed, most likely, in the mid-840s. It 
was a universal history from the Creation to 842. There is no detailed information on the author. His 
;���������+Q��5��������<��������������=��������������*��������'�Q�+�¡�������5�������*�
����5���5����*�
critical of religious opponents.8

Another work to have used, either directly or through Theophanes, Theodore’s history is the Syn-
odicon Vetus, which is an anonymous concise history of the church synods spanning a period from 
����#V������+���<�������������5��=�;�������������5�V������������������+�������������'����������V��}����
all probability, the Synodicon was written not much later, at the turn of the ninth and tenth centuries.9 
Theodore Lector’s work is most probably the source of a brief passage in the Souda, concerning the 
+����+��
��;����%QV��<������5������Q�Q���%<V�����#�������Q�}10

Among the Chalcedonian sources, the most extensive body of information concerning Euphemios 
is the tradition connected with Theodore Lector; however, some works independent of that tradition 
�����������Q�����5����<�5������<��}�����<������=���+������Q�+����������������=��QV��������%++��������-
cal History by Evagrios, the author from Epiphania in Syria II. His work, in six books, was written in 
 
 
 5 Cf. +�������
��,�Einleitung, in: Theodoros Anagnostes,����+���=��+��+������5}�+�������
���=GCS, N.F. 3). Berlin 1971, 

IX–XXXIX; ���
#��, Théodore Lecteur et sa «Réunion de différentes histoire» de l’Église. REB 52 (1994) 213–243; ���
>���!?, The Church Historians and Chalcedon, in: Greek and Roman Historiography in Late Antiquity. Fourth to Sixth Cen-
tury A. D., ed. +. Marasco. Leiden – Boston 2003, 467–472; !�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 549–552 
and 622–648; >�����
&+��&, The Early Byzantine Historians. New York 2007, 169–173.

 6 Cf. 
����
�
��
�����'����=�����������	��\�V������
��=�����5��$��������Q��Q�����}�Vetera Christianorum 26 (1989) 327–336 
and �&��, Introduzione, in: Vittore da Tunnuna, Chronica. Chiesa e impero nell’etá di Giustiniano, a cura di 
����
�
��
 
(Per verba 4). Firenze 1997, XI–XXXI.

 7 Cf. ����
+��*���������, Introduction, in: The Chronicle of Theophanes Confessor. Byzantine and Near Eastern History 
AD 284–813, translated with introduction and commentary by ����
+� and �������� with the assistance of +��+��
���/. 
Oxford 1997, LII–C.

 8 Cf. S. �����
��	����V���	+��	5����� �� ��������+��������|���=�«��]���+��}���	����������5�&� A$��+��	, The Date of 
Georgios Monachos Reconsidered. BZ 92 (1999) 437–447.

 9 Cf. '��&#$$?�*�'���
����, Introduction, in: The Synodicon Vetus, Text, Translation, and Notes by '��&#$$? and '���
�����
=CFHB�/	@. Washington, D.C. 1979, XIII–XV.

 10 Cf. ���&��!���, Zu Suidas. Hermes 52 (1917) 314–316. On the lexicon, see 
���
"�&
, Souda. ODB III 1930–1931.
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the years 592–594. The author died shortly afterwards.11 Unlike Theodore, his opinion of the emperor 
Anastasius is much more favourable, whilst his appraisal of the Patriarch of Constantinople is a less 
positive one. This may have been due to the nature of the sources used by Evagrios, some of which 
were anti-Chalcedonian. Besides, Evagrios had worked amid neo-Chalcedonian circles; he did not 
belong to the radical movement of the Council supporters, which was to have an impact on how the 
events would be represented in his work.12

Among the hagiographic sources, the most notable one is The Life of Daniel Stylites, composed 
by an anonymous disciple of the saint, still during Euphemios’ episcopate, ca. 494. It is therefore the 
earliest of the extant sources; its evaluations of the Patriarch and the emperor are not burdened with 
����������+����+�������;���������5�������Q���*���������5�V���������������
����V}�#�������Q���������Q�����
very clearly commends both the emperor Anastasius and Euphemios.13

In turn, The Life of Sabas’ relevant account by Cyril of Scythopolis, a Palestinian monk, is clearly 
favourable to Euphemios and critical of Anastasius. The author, an ardent Chalcedonian, had written 
his work towards the end of the 550s, more than half a century after the deposition of the metro-
politan of Constantinople, depicting, in his account of St Sabas’ activity, the events that had led to 
the triumph of the orthodoxy in the Holy Land.14

Furthermore, brief mentions pertaining to Euphemios can be found in some other sources of Chal-
cedonian provenance, e.g., by Marcellinus Comes, Liberatus, John Moschos, or De cerimoniis by 
Constantine Porphyrogenitus.15 Let us also note a small body of the epistolographic evidence from 
the period of Euphemios’ episcopate, as part of the correspondence between the bishops of Rome 
and Constantinople.16

 11 Cf. ���
���, Evagrius Scholasticus the Church Historian (Spicilegium sacrum Lovaniense 41). Louvain 1981, 1–4; ���
>���!?, Introduction, in: The Ecclesiastical History of Evagrius Scholasticus, translated with an introduction by ���>���!?�
(Translated Texts for Historians 33). Liverpool 2000, XIII–XX; ���
&+��&, The Early Byzantine Historians 299–303.

 12 Cf. ���
���, Zachariah Scholasticus and the Historia Ecclesiastica of Evagrius Scholasticus. Journal of Theological Studies 
31 (1980) 471–488; �
&��, Evagrius Scholasticus the Church Historian, passim;�>���!?, Introduction XX–LX; �&��, The 
Church Historians and Chalcedon 480–492; ���
&+��&, The Early Byzantine Historians 303–307.

 13 Cf. ���&����
?�, De fontibus Vitae S. Danielis stylitae. AnBoll 32 (1913) 225; ���&����
?�, Les Saints Stylites (Subsidia 
Hagiographica 14). Bruxelles – Paris 1923, XXXV and LIV–LV; ����
��$�/, The Life of Daniel, in: Portraits: Biograph-
ical Representation in the Greek and Latin Literature of the Roman Empire, ed. by ���'���&>
�&��*�����>
�. Oxford 1997, 
esp. 202–210, and �����������, (}>¹LZ-��?(>��«0ZL>(.���������*��V�������+*��;��+��<���;�����;^�5	��;�$�;���Q�V��
Chr. (Archiwum Filologiczne 56). Warszawa 2006, 116–119.

 14 Cf. '��!��, Ascetics and Ambassadors of Christ. The Monasteries of Palestine 314–631. Oxford 1994, 33; &�����!��+�, 
The Second Origenist Controversy. A New Perspective on Cyril of Scythopolis’ Monastic Biographies as Historical Sources 
for Sixth-Century Origenism (Studia Anselmiana 132). Roma 2001, 39.

 15 On Marcellinus Comes’ chronicle written ca. 534, see !�������, Count Marcellinus and his Chronicle. Oxford 2001. On 
Liberatus’ work, composed near the end of Justinian’s reign, see esp. Zeitschrift für Antikes Christentum 14 (2010), which is 
a collection of articles on this author. On The Pratum Spirituale of John Moschos, see �����!
?��, The Pratum Spirituale. 
OCP 13 (1947) 404–414. For the question of the mid-tenth century De cerimoniis of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, see ���
$�
��������, Preliminary Remarks on the Leipzig Manuscript of De Cerimoniis. BZ 95 (2002) 457–479; �&��, Further 
Remarks on the De Cerimoniis. BZ 97 (2004) 113–121, and �����&���������°�Q�=�V����������5���������������������<�&���-
<�����
Q+��������������$��}����V�*��=�������. Jena 2004.

 16 Of the above-mentioned correspondence, we have only one extant letter of Pope Gelasius I addressed to Euphemios (���
���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma [Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissen-
schaften, Philosophisch-philologische Klasse, N.F. 10]. München 1934, 49–55). From various mentions in other sources, we 
also know of a certain, now lost, letter of Pope Felix III to Euphemios (cf. ���
#��, Felix III [II]. DHGE XVI 893–894) 
and of most probably four, also lost, Euphemios’ letters to Rome: two to Pope Felix III and two to Pope Gelasius I, cf. 	��
+�#���, Les regestes des actes du patriarcat de Constantinople, tome I, Les actes des patriarches, fasc. I, Les regestes de 
381 à 715. Paris 1972, 132–136, who holds, however, that Euphemios had sent only one letter to Pope Felix, identifying the 
�*��5�������������>����;�����������+����������������+�������������������'����������V����;������5����������V�������<�������5�
*�
Pseudo-Zacharias VII 1 (Historia Ecclesiastica Zachariae Rhetori vulgo adscripta, interpretatus est ���>��!����� [CSCO
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The anti-Chalcedonian tradition does not pay much attention to Euphemios, focusing primarily on the 
causes of his deposition and exile. Zacharias Rhetor’s Ecclesiastical History was written in the 490s, 
yet we only have it in its Syriac version in the work, dated 568/569, by an anonymous author called 
Pseudo-Zacharias, contained in the books III–VI of his own history. Pseudo-Zacharias was a monk 
living at Amida, where he had access to important historical sources collected at the local cathedral 
library by the anti-Chalcedonian bishop Mara.17 We do not know, however, if Rhetor’s work had been 
translated by Pseudo-Zacharias himself, or he made use of a previously existing rendition. It is not 
known, either, if the Syriac version is an accurate translation of the Ecclesiastical History, or it is only 
an abridged version. We know from the later work by Evagrios Scholastikos that there were some pas-
sages in the original Greek version which are missing in Pseudo-Zacharias.18 The anonymous author 
had constructed his chronicle on the earlier work by the Gaza-born Zacharias Rhetor, who had known 
��������������<��������=�����#�������Q����������5���5����<�;����������������++�Q���¡����V����5�������
�����;����Q����;�������<�������������+����+��
��;��������
����V����'����������V�����5����������-
arch Athanasios II of Alexandria.19 Another, and more extensive, depiction of Euphemios’ case in an-
ti-Chalcedonian literature was written by John of Nikiu, the author of a chronicle encompassing a pe-
riod from the Creation to the Arab conquest of Egypt. John was a bishop of the Egyptian city of Nikiu 
in the south-western part of the Delta and the general superior of monasteries under Patriarch Simon 
(693–700). The chronicle only survives in an Ethiopian translation (1602) of the Arabic version.20

The later works of anti-Chalcedonian provenance (the chronicles by Pseudo-Dionysios of Tel 
Mahre, Michael the Syrian, Jacob of Edessa; Chronicle of Edessa and Chronicle to the Year 846) are 
 
 
 
 

  Scriptores Syri, series III, tomus VI]. Louvain 1924, 13,8–9). However, since the letter mentioned in Pseudo-Zacharias’ work 
was concerned with Patriarch Athanasios II of Alexandria, elected towards the end of 490, and his anathematization of the 
Council of Chalcedon, which the Bishop of Constantinople may not have probably known until the beginning of 491, this 
particular letter could not have been Euphemios’ synodal letter of 490. In turn, 
#��, Felix III (II) 893–894, argues that Eu-
V��<������5���������������+����������������+�����;������V��V��������������������+�<<Q��������*�������#�������Q�������++�������
to the Imperial throne. Considering, however, Euphemios’ views, his re-insertion of the Pope’s name in the diptychs, and the 
%<V�����&������;����������<���	����������������
��;����'����������V�����5���<������;�Q�5������
����5���+Q�������++�Q���
for more than a year-long delay in the dispatch of the Bishop of Constantinople’s letter to Felix, cf. ��������, The Emperor 
Zeno 192–193.

 17 Cf. +��+��
���/, Le Pseudo-Zacharie de Mytilène et l’historiograhie syriaque au sixième siècle, in: L’historiographie sy-
riaque, édité par �. Debié�(Études syriaques 6). Paris 2009, 33–37 and +��+��
���/, Introduction, in: The Chronicle of 
Pseudo-Zachariah Rhetor. Church and War in Late Antiquity, edited by +��+��
���/, translated by ����������/�and ������, 
with contributions by S. ���!���� and >��>��
��>����(Translated Texts for Historians 55). Liverpool 2011, 32–33.

 18 Cf. 
���, Zachariah Scholasticus and the Historia Ecclesiastica of Evagrius Scholasticus 471–488; +��+��
���/, Pseu-
do-Zachariah of Mytilene. The Context and Nature of his Work. Journal of the Canadian Society for Syriac Studies 6 (2006) 
40–43; +��
���/, Le Pseudo-Zacharie de Mytilène et l’historiograhie syriaque au sixième siècle 39–42.

 19 Cf. 
���, Zachariah Scholasticus and the Historia Ecclesiastica of Evagrius Scholasticus 471–488;�>���!?, The Church 
Historians and Chalcedon 459–466; !�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 544–549; +��
���/, Le Pseu-
do-Zacharie de Mytilène et l’historiograhie syriaque au sixième siècle 37–38; +��
���/, Introduction 3–31, and Prosopo-
graphie chrétienne du Bas-Empire, 3: S. &�������, Prosopographie du Diocèse d’Asie (325–641). Paris 2008, 960–973 
(Zacharias 1).

 20 Cf. ���"���!��+� Avertissement, in: Chronique de Jean, évêque de Nikiou, texte éthiopien publié et traduit par ���"����
!��+. Paris 1883, 5–10; ��������
����� Introduction, in: The Chronicle of John, Bishop of Nikiu, translated from Zotenberg’s 
Ethiopic text by ��������
����� Oxford 1916, IV–V; 
���
����, Giovanni di Nikius, cronista bizantino-copto del VII secolo. 
Felix Ravenna 121–122 (1981) 103–155, and recently ����!����, Shades of Blues and Greens in the Chronicle of John of 
Nikiou. BZ 104 (2011) 555–602.
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much more laconic, only stating that Euphemios had been deposed in connection with accusations of 
the Nestorian heresy.21 John Malalas’ information is limited to a terse note only.22

2. THE EARLY PERIOD OF EUPHEMIOS’ EPISCOPATE

In March of 490, Patriarch Fravitas died after only three and a half months of his episcopate.23 Eu-
phemios became a new bishop of Constantinople. According to Pseudo-Zacharias of Mytilene, he 
came from Apameia and was to have been educated at Alexandria.24 On the other hand, Liberatus 
of Carthage notes that his birth-place was Alexandria.25 This information is most probably false, as 
Liberatus must have confused the details found in Pseudo-Zacharias. The apparently best-informed 
source, Theodore Lector’s History, does not mention the Patriarch’s place of birth, only noting that 
Euphemios had been a presbyter at the time of his appointment.26 Theophanes and George the Monk 
add that Euphemios had been in charge of assistance for the poor at Constantinople.27 It may be as-
sumed that these two later authors had drawn on a more complete version of Theodore Lector’s work.

Eduard Schwartz suggests that Euphemios’ election to the metropolitan see was carried through 
as a result of the campaigning of Constantinople’s monks, who were relentless adherents of Chalce-
don. However, as there are no reasons suggesting that it met with any kind of objection from Zeno, 
it should be assumed that Euphemios had obtained the emperor’s acceptance.28 Moreover, according 
to Theodore Lector’s testimony, the emperor collaborated with the new metropolitan in connection 
with the affair of silentiarios Anastasius, who had placed his own pulpit at the Cathedral of Con-
stantinople and preached explicitly anti-Chalcedonian homilies. Euphemios appealed to the emperor 
with a complaint against the silentiarios. In any case, Zeno did not undertake to defend the incrim-

 21 On the shorter Syriac chronicles, see 
���
����, Les chroniques brèves syriaques, in: L’historiographie syriaque 57–87, 
esp. 58, 63–65, 71. On Pseudo-Dionysios and his work, see >��>��
��>���, The Syriac Chronicle of Pseudo-Dionysius of 
����]����}�#�Study in the History of Historiography (Studia Semitica Upsaliensia 9). Uppsala 1987. On Michael the Syrian’s 
work, see esp. '��!����
!��, Introduction, in: Chronique de Michel le Syrien: Patriarche Jacobite d’Antioche (1166–1198), 
éditee pour le premiére fois et traduite en français par '��!����
!��, I (livre I–VII). Paris 1899, II–XXXVII; &��>�������, 
Les trois grandes chroniques syro-orthodoxes des XIIe et XIIIe siècles, in: L’historiographie syriaque 111–116.

 22 On John Malalas and his work, see: Studies in John Malalas, ed. E. Jeffreys�with !��Croke�and ���Scott (Byzantina Aus-
traliensia 6). Sydney 1990, and Recherches sur la chronique de Jean Malalas, I–II, ed. '��Beaucamp, avec la collaboration 
de S. Agusta-Boularot�*�
�����Bernardi�*�!. Cabouret et ���Caire. Paris 2004–2006; also ���
&+��&, The Early Byzantine 
Historians 235–252 and >�����
&+��&, The Byzantine World Histories of John Malalas and Eustathius of Epiphania. The 
International History Review 29 (2007) 709–745.

 23 Theodore Lector,�%V���<��>>������5�����#��=�����������+���=��+��+���������Q�=�=�
�������+�������
���\GCS, N.F. 
3]. Berlin 1971, 122,21). Evagrios III 23 (The Ecclesiastical History of Evagrius with the scholia, edited with introduction, 
critical notes, and indices by '��!�&�"�and ����
�������. London 1898, 121, 6) mentions, in turn, four months of Fravitas’ 
episcopate. Cf. ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 213, esp. note 2; !�����>
������������
chenpolitik �������&����}�����}�����	
Q�=���������¡�!�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 234. For more on 
Fravitas, see ���
#��, Fravita. DHGE XVIII (1977) 1128–1129 and ��������, The Emperor Zeno 188–191.

 24 Pseudo-Zacharias VI 4 (5, 24–25 !�����): Euphemius quidam apamenus qui Alexandriae educatus est.
 25 Liberatus XVIII 127 (ACO II 5, 132, 7): 3�������������$��5�������.
 26 �heodore Lector, Epitome 440 (122, 21–22 �
��): �X��$	'� �	� K����P�����.
 27 Theophanes AM 5981 (Theophanis Chronographia, I, recensuit ���&��!���. Lipsiae 1883, 133, 14–15): �X��$	��A�K����P������

����K�!����'����-��Kf
�!�º George the Monk IX 15 (Georgii Monachi Chronicon, II, edidit ���&��!���. Lipsiae 1904, 
623, 14–15):��X��$	��A�K����P����������K�!����'����-��Kf
�!�� �3�� ��	$�"%�� N"� �c��"=K
u. '
�, Euphémius 1410, 
falsely states that Euphemios was in charge of an orphanage (orphelinat). A ptocheion, which Euphemios had administered, 
was situated in the Constantinopolitan district of Neapolis; on the location, see ���'
�, La géographie ecclésiastique de 
l`Empire Byzantin, première partie, Le siège de Constantinople et le patriarcat oecuménique, III, Les églises et les monas-
tères. Paris 1969, 569.

 28 Cf. ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 214. #����Q=��������V�������������«Q����+�������������
sources, it is supported by !�
#&�
#, Vice mea 1099 and �&��, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 235, who even states 
that the election of Euphemios was carried out under pressure from the Constantinopolitan monks.
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�����5����+�����
Q���Q���5���<�������������
����V����Q������*}29 Blaudeau dismisses this co-operation 
between the ruler and the bishop of Constantinople with a comment that the emperor was guided in 
this particular matter by his personal considerations, as Anastasius was allegedly the empress Ari-
adne’s lover. However, Theodore and Theophanes (the latter having drawn on Theodore’s account) 
expressly state that religious issues were the axis of the controversy, and do not mention anywhere 
the alleged love affair between Zeno’s wife and the future emperor.30

The new bishop of Constantinople decided to undertake more resolute steps aiming to consolidate 
the Chalcedonian movement in the East.31 Euphemios also counted on renewing the alliance with 
Rome, yet he was to face a certain disappointment in that regard. In his reply to Fravita’s synodal 
letter, Felix III appreciated his declarations seeking reconciliation and recognized his faith as ortho-
dox, still he demanded uncompromisingly that both Peter Mongos and Akakios, the latter of whom 
was also anathematized by the Roman synod, be removed from the diptychs. As long as the bishop 
of Constantinople remained in communion with the condemned Akakios, he could not count on 
Rome’s recognition, either.32 In a similar manner, the Pope addressed the emperor, who, as we can 
�������<�����q�����������������<�*��QVV����5������������������������
������=�����+�<<Q�����
��;����
Rome and Constantinople.33 Perhaps, Zeno had counted on the Pope’s support in his efforts to submit 
Italy to imperial authority34}�!������������%QV��<����+�Q�5��Q����������V����5�<��5�����*����V�����
by erasing Peter’s name from the diptychs.35 Peter’s ambiguous stance, manoeuvring between the 
opponents and supporters of the Council, had caused that the bishop of Constantinople was ready to 
��+���+���������������Q�������������=�����+�<<Q�����;������<�}�"�;������#��������V�VQ�����*����
the capital and the fact that he implemented the policy of the reigning Emperor did not allow such 
a move against him. Most likely, Euphemios was reluctant to take such a measure as he had been 
��<�*�����+����5�;����#��������;�����5����5���<����V���
*������5�;��<����+����5���5����
������Q�*�
orthodox Chalcedonian.

In spite of that, a synodal letter was sent to Rome through deacon Sincletius, informing Felix III 
of the election of a new bishop, in which Euphemios’ adherence to the decrees of Chalcedon was 
clearly stated, and also explaining why it was not possible to remove the name of Akakios from the 
diptychs of the Church of Constantinople. At the same time, the bishop of Constantinople restored 

 29 Theodore Lector, Epitome 441 (123, 12–17 �
��) = George the Monk�IX 15�=623, 20 – 624, 3�&��!���); Theophanes AM 
5982 (134, 19–25 &��!���), and also the Souda O 136 (Suidae Lexicon, edidit 
��
&���, IV, �–¼Y Lipsiae 1935, 704, 14–20). 
Theodore Lector writes that Anastasius was to preach “the teachings of Eutyches” at the Cathedral: �X����4��$�@�".

 30 Cf. !�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 239, esp. note 810. The alleged love affair between Ariadne and Ana-
stasius in the Emperor Zeno’s lifetime is only based on a very casual interpretation of the passage from Pseudo-Zacharias 
VII 1 (12, 9–11 !�����@^ Habebat autem, cum ipse miles esset, apud Ariadnem reginam K�wx%���", quae eum regem facere 
voluit idque perfecit.) and should be rejected, cf. �
��""�, L’imperatore Anastasio I (491–518) 74, note 16; ����>
�&�>��
, 
'����	�;��
�	���*«�������V�^}�$�;}���
���*���;^�5	��Mediterraneum�����}������;�������������5��

���, Anastasius I 4. 
�������+����+��
��;����%QV��<������5�#�������Q��������������
�
��, Church and State in the Later Roman Empire 40–41; 
�
��""�, L’imperatore Anastasio I (491–518) 69–70; 
��+���������, Christ in Christian Tradition, vol. II, part I. From Chalce-
don to Justinian I, translated by P. Allen��J. Cawte. Atlanta 1987, 264; �

���, Anastasius I 2.

 31 Theodore Lector, Epitome 440 (122, 21–23 �
��); Pseudo-Zacharias VI 4 (5, 29 – 6, 1 !�����); Evagrios III 23 (121 
!�&�"�*��
�������); Theophanes AM 5981 (133, 14–18 &��!���); George the Monk�IX 15�=623, 16–19�&��!���).

 32 Felix III’s letter to Fravitas of early 490 (���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 111–113). Cf. 
���>
�����������+���V������ �������&������LY��¡�!�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 234, 237–238.

 33 Felix III’s letter to Zeno of early 490 (���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 82–85).
 34 On the deal between the Emperor Zeno and Theoderic, which would enable the latter to take over Italy, cf. '���������������

�?������������Q������VQ
��+��}�����%<V�����#�������Q������|����+�����+*�>��Y����}���	�������>�����Y���}
 35 Theodore Lector, Epitome 440 (122, 21–23 �
��); George the Monk�IX 15�=623, 16–19�&��!���); Theophanes AM 5981 

(133, 14–18 &��!���); Pseudo-Zacharias VI 4 (5, 29–30 !�����); Evagrios III 23 (121, 9–11 !�&�"�*��
�������). >��!
���, 
�������&���. Basel 1894, 115 states that Zeno would not give his consent for removing from the diptychs not only the name 
of Akakios but also of Peter Mongos, yet he does not offer any arguments to support it.
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the Pope’s name in the diptychs, still without formal establishment of communion with Rome.36 In 
response to Euphemios’ synodal letter, Felix III recognized his faith as orthodox, yet none the less he 
stated once again that he could not acknowledge him as legitimate and orthodox bishop of Constan-
tinople and establish communion with him as long as the name of Akakios was still in the diptychs.37

The removal of Peter’s name from the diptychs of the Church of Constantinople was not fol-
lowed by his deposition. Such a solution may have been considered at Constantinople, as related by 
Pseudo-Zacharias,38 but on October 29, 490, the Patriarch of Alexandria died.39 His successor was 
Athanasios II, who, in the words of Severos of Antioch and Liberatus, was to return to a more com-
promise-oriented course set out by the Henotikon and maintain the communion with Constantinople 
and Antioch, by which he wanted to secure the emperor’s approval, yet simultaneously risked a new 
+����+��;��������#V��+���������5�+����5�����������������'�Q�+������'���+�5���|����\�UK���	����, 
i.e., schismatics).40 However, the full picture of Athanasios’ actual views is not entirely clear. It ap-
pears, on the basis of the not fully clear passage from Pseudo-Zacharias41 and the Palestinian monks’ 
letter to Alkison,42 that Athanasios broke with the compromise course of his predecessor, and even 
wanted to remove his name from the diptychs, whereas in his synodal letter he had also condemned 
 

 36 Cf. '
�, Euphémius 1410. The text of Euphemios’ synodal letter to Felix III has not survived, cf. +�#���, Les regestes des 
actes du patriarcat de Constantinople 132. Mentions in: Theodore Lector��Epitome 442 =<Q_��<`*Q_��
��@��recreated from 
Theophanes AM 5983 (135, 17–20 &��!���); Synodicon Vetus 108 (aQ�&#$$? – �
����). On the restoration of the Pope’s 
name in the diptychs: Theophanes AM 5981 (133, 17–18 &��!���). See also Gelasius’ letter to Euphemios of 492 (51 ���>
��
�"@. ���
#��, La lettre de Félix III à André de Thessalonique et sa doctrine sur l’Église et l’empire. Revue d’Histoire Ecclé-
siastique 77 (1982) 9–10, note 3, states that Euphemios’ synodal letter could not have been sent while Zeno was still alive, 
as he would not have wanted to risk another humiliation from the Pope, cf. also !�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople 
(451–491) 238, note 808. However, this thesis seems to be wrong. On the one hand, there is no mention in the sources sug-
gesting the existence of differences between Zeno and Euphemios; on the other, Zeno himself had backed Fravitas’ attempts 
to restore the communion with Rome, and therefore there is no reason why he should not have done the same thing several 
months later, especially as after the split with Peter Mongos he could expect a more favourable position of Pope Felix. The 
Constantinopolitan monks had already written about the election of Euphemios to the Pope, assuring him of the new Bishop’s 
orthodoxy, cf. Felix III’s letter to monk Thalassios of May 1, 490 (���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen 
Schisma 78–79). See also ���>
�����������+���V��������������&�������Y�����5�!�
#&�
#, Vice mea 1099, note 178.

 37 Theodore Lector��Epitome 442 =<Q_��<`*Q_��
��@��recreated from Theophanes AM 5983 (135, 17–20 &��!���); Synodicon 
Vetus 108 (92 &#$$? – �
����). +���������, Christ in Christian Tradition II/2, 265, dates the Pope’s reply to the autumn of 
490 or early 491.

 38 Pseudo-Zacharias VI 4 (5, 29–30 !�����) and VII 1 (12, 33 – 13, 4 !�����). Cf. ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum 
acacianischen Schisma 214; ���>
�����������+���V��������������&�������¡������

�, Alexandria in Late Antiquity. Topo-
=��V�*���5���+����'����+�}������<����Y����5������L�����¡�!�
#&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 236.

 39 The Jacobite Synaxarion, 2 hatour = 29 October (Le Synaxaire arabe jacobite [rédaction copte], II, Les mois de Hatour et 
5�����������q������
��VQ
��������5Q�������������V������!
����, in: PO III. Paris 1909, 246). The dating of Peter’s death in: 
���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 213. Cf. 
������, Storia della Chiesa copta, I. L’Egitto 
romano-bizantino e cristiano [Studia Orientalia Christiana. Monographiae 12]. Cairo – Jerusalem 2003, 285, who dates this 
event to October 29, 489).

 40 Severos of Antioch’s letter to Ammonios, presbyter at Alexandria in the years 513–516 (The Sixth Book of the Select Letters 
of Severus Patriarch of Antioch in the Syriac Version of Athanasius of Nisibis, ed. ���>��!�����, vol. II, part 2. London 1904, 
255); Liberatus XVIII 127 (132, 9–19 ���>
��"@. Severos‘ testimony is accepted by ���!
���, Die Rolle des orientalischen 
]°�+��Q<�����5������+���V������+����#Q������5�����	Q�=���Q<�'�����5���>��Y��������\��������	�������'�����5��}�|�-
schichte und Gegenwart, ed. 
��Grillmeier und ���Bacht, II. Entscheidung um Chalkedon. Würzburg 1953, 275 and !�
#�
&�
#, Alexandrie et Constantinople (451–491) 236–237.

 41 Pseudo-Zacharias VI 4 (6 9–12 !�����): Hic [Athanasius], cum monachos UK���	��Q� ecclesiae concordes reddere vellet 
ac studeret, cursu orationis suae cum populum adloqueretur Dioscori et Timothei nomen fecit et Petri nomen situit, populum 
tentans.

 42 Evagrios III 31 (127, 8 – 129, 30 !�&�"�*��
�������). The letter of the pro-Chalcedonian Palestinian monks to Alkison, 
included in Evagrios’ work, is a source independent of Pseudo-Zacharias (cf. 
���, Evagrius Scholasticus the Church His-
torian 147–149). The letter states that after Peter’s death Alexandria broke off the communion with the rest of the Church: 
������ �i ����	$%$]"��A K=
	" ��� �X��b� UK�����@%��" �
�,="���	= �� ��� (�#�K����v�Y
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the decisions of Chalcedon and Pope Leo’s Tome.43 Athanasios’ openly anti-Chalcedonian attitude 
��5����*��������5���<��������+����+��;����%QV��<�����;�����++��5��=�������Q5��&�+����������5���
voured to depose the Patriarch of Alexandria.44 Yet those events ought to be dated to the beginning 
of the emperor Anastasius’ reign.

3. EUPHEMIOS AND THE EMPEROR ANASTASIUS

The Emperor Zeno died on April 9, 49145. He was succeeded by silentiarios Anastasius, handpicked 
by the widow-empress Ariadne. There are different accounts as to Euphemios’ role in the event. De 
cerimoniis relates only his ceremonial role, whereas other sources stress the bishop’s efforts to secure 
the orthodoxy in the Church upon the new Emperor’s accession to the throne. Anastasius’ coronation 
was described by Peter the Patrician, who had served as ��������
���
��� in the years 539–565. 
"����������Q����������;�����������������*������������+��������;��+�������5��������+��V�����5����Q<
���
of the earlier documents containing, among other things, accounts of the ceremonies of proclaiming 
new Emperors.46

The account in De cerimoniis emphasizes Euphemios’ substantial role both in the course of the 
election and during the solemn coronation of the new ruler.47 In the evening, on the day of Zeno’s 
5�������<V���������+������������������5��������+��%QV��<����<����������V���+�������5������5��+Q�������
question of his successor.48 Next, Euphemios accompanied the empress Ariadne, who proceeded to 
appear at the Hippodrome, where the people of the city had gathered en masse.49 The empress or-
5���5����������������5����+��������+��������������V�����+����������������+����5�����|��V���
��������
elect a new ruler, whose imperial proclamation was to take place at Easter.50 As the proceedings had 
failed to elect any candidate, cubicularius Urbikios was to propose that the participants leave the 
 

 43 Pseudo-Zacharias VI 4 (6, 8–13 !�����@��	��b�(9, 28–30 !�����) and VII 1 (13, 4–9 !�����), and also Evagrios III 31 (127, 
9–13 !�&�"�*��
�������). On the unresolved problem of the break-up or continuity of the communion between Alexandria 
and Constantinople during Euphemios’ episcopate, see ���������, La chiesa di Palestina e le controversie cristologiche. Dal 
concilio di Efeso (431) al secondo concilio di Constantinopoli (553) (Testi e ricerche di scienze religiose 18). Brescia 1980, 
142–143, note 2.

 44 Pseudo-Zacharias VII 1 (13, 7–9 !�����).
 45 John Malalas XV 16 (Ioannis Malalae Chronographia, recensuit �����#� [CFHB 35]. Berlin 2000, 318, 92–94); Marcellinus 

Comes s.a. 491.1 (The Chronicle of Marcellinus, translation and commentary by !��������[Byzantina Australiensia 7]��Syd-
ney 1995, 30); Victor of Tunnuna s.a. 491.1 =Qc���
�
��
); Pseudo-Zacharias VI 6 (10, 12–13 !�����) oratio VII 1 (12, 4–7 
!�����); Chronicon paschale s. a. 491 (Chronicon Paschale ad exemplar Vaticanum, recensuit ���&�&��$�#�, I [CSHB]. Bon-
nae 1832, 607,3–4); Michael the Syrian IX 6 (Chronique de Michel le Syrien: Patriarche Jacobite d’Antioche (1166–1198), 
éditee et traduite par '��!����
!��, II. Paris 1901, 149).

 46 Peter the Patrician studied law, and subsequently worked as an attorney at Constantinople. In the years 534–536 he served, 
for several times, as the Emperor Justinian’s delegate to Italy, where he was imprisoned. It was only the Emperor’s interven-
tion that led to his release in 539. After his return to Constantinople, he was appointed ��������
���
���, and also received 
the titles of patrician and honorary consul. Later on, he travelled to the East as an envoy on a mission to end the war with 
������}�"��5��5�<����V��
�
�*�������}�#++��5��=����%�����������������;��������������+�������������
���
����was written 
in the years 549–552, cf. �������, Histoire du Bas-Empire, II. Paris – Bruxelles – Amsterdam 1949, 723–729; PLRE III 
994–998 (Petrus 6), and����
�����#���, Petros Patrikios. Athens 1990.

 47 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, I, 92 (Constantini Porphyrogeniti de cerimoniis aulae byzantinae libri duo. 
Graece e latine e rec. ������������ cum eiusdem commentariis integris [CSHB]. Bonnae 1829, 417,13 – 425,21).

 48 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, I, 92 (417, 17 – 418, 2 ������@: N" �� "���� ���§,3����"��@%��"��V�����"��������
�V���#�
%�	����������NK����K���N"��c�K�����u��c�K�����4�$�#=
�����	�
�"��.

 49 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, I, 92 (418, 10–13 ������@: ��"�	�3
@�"��i� N"� �c� VKK	�c����� �������
=�	�	�
m
�#�	���4�$]������X�3�A��X�$S"�U

Q�������U��	�K����K���?!"���"�	"��K'
�!�A��X��$	��.

 50 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, I, 92 (419, 18 – 420, 1 ������@: N��
�l��$�" ��b��N"��,��=���������"��������
�S"� V��Q"��P#�
%��"A���"�����l�%�������3���:"�#�""�	��=�!"�N,�����!"�n����A�K����	$]"!"������:"�½#�!"��X�##�
�!"A�
K��f"������4���	!�=��������½#	!�=�����3�����	
�������l�%��Kf
�!��K���	=����Y
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choice to the empress and ask Euphemios to inform her of the attendees’ wish.51 Ariadne handpicked 
silentiarios Anastasius. On the following day, the ceremony of Zeno’s funeral took place, while on 
#V��������#�������Q��;��+�<�5�������=��������+������������consistorium, whence they all went togeth-
er to the portico of the Grand Triklinos (K�����4�$�#=
�����	�
�"��),52 where the emperor pledged to 
rule in righteousness and refrain from persecuting his enemies. Anastasius donned the imperial tunic, 
the belt, and shoes, and afterwards went to the Hippodrome’s kathisma, where he was acclaimed by 
the people and the army, and was then raised on the shield. Subsequently, he returned to the Triklinos, 
where Euphemios put the imperial chlamys on his shoulders and the crown on his head.53 The con-
clusion of the whole ceremony took place at the Church of the Hagia Sophia.54

The above account makes us wonder why Anastasius had been crowned by the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople, not the empress Ariadne. Mischa Meier ponders the question if that may have had any-
thing to do with a possible bad association between the widow-empress crowning the successor and 
Verina��;�����5���������+��;��5��;��Q�Q�V����5Q���=�&���������=���*��������+��������+�=��	���������
of all, the increasing role of Christianity in Constantinople’s daily affairs. In his view, the coronation 
by the bishop underscores the conviction that the sovereign is chosen by God and is not constrained 
by human laws.55������++�Q���+�������*�V�������������
����V�����=���+����V���������������+�V�����+��*�
�������%<V���}�%QV��<����
�+�<����������������*��=Q����5Q���=������������V��+�������+������=�����
candidate for the throne, and his subsequent approval and coronation. As he was himself a newly ap-
V�����5�
����V�������5�����<���=�5�*������+������5�����Q��+�����*�����V���������Q������*��������'��-
stantinopolitan circles of power, which apparently is not indicative of Euphemios’ own exceptional 
characteristics as of the growth in the importance of the institution of the patriarchate as such. In the 
whole account there is much emphasis on a number of Christian aspects: the proposal to perform the 
�<V������V��+��<���������%�����������<�����=�������������������5����+�����;��������|��V������5��V��*���
����+��+�Q������������+���<��*��������+�Q�+��������������+����V�����+��5Q���=�����������=���+����<�-
ments of the ceremonial, such as when he had accompanied the empress at the Hippodrome, interme-
diated between her and the senators, and invested the new Emperor with the chlamys and the crown.56

This conclusion is further corroborated by other accounts, throwing some more light on the events 
related to the election of the new ruler. On the other hand, the tradition derived from Theodore Lector 
stresses yet another aspect of the events leading to the accession of Anastasius, which is overlooked 
in De cerimoniis.57 Theodore recounts that Euphemios was to oppose Anastasius’ candidacy for the 

 51 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, I, 92 (422, 1–2 ������@: ¾�%��" �¿" ¥ �P#�
%������"�NK����K�" ����
@�B" ��� 
K�����
���	 �X�S"A�À"���X�SA�Á"���l
���	A�NK	
�,%��	Y

 52 ��������5�����+��������5���+�������������|���5�������������������+#���
&, Études de topographie de Constantinople byzan-
tine, I (BBA 37). Amsterdam 1969, 73–76.

 53 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, I, 92 (423, 11–15 ������@: ��� ���3
@�" K=
	" �" �c ��	�
�"uA�o"@��N�f����"�
�Q����	
	�Q�����N��B���NK����K���NK�C%��"��X�S"A��������Â?l�	�A�N
]%��"Ã�N
]�@%A�����K��	]@%��"��X�c��S"��
�$l����S"�
���	
	�S"A�������"������"�"���"��	E
	@�"Y Cf. +��&
+��, Empereur et Prêtre. Étude sur le “Césaropapisme” byzantin. Paris 
�����������;�����=Q��������#�������Q���+��������������������5�����%QV��<����;������������+�Q�����+���������+����+�����������
only a personal benediction not conferred in public.

 54 On the election and crowning of Anastasius, cf. &
+��, Empereur et Prêtre 85–88; ���'���������������°�Q�=�5�����������
Anastasios I. (491). BSl 56 (1995) 3–12 and��

���, Anastasius I 1–5.

 55 �����, Anastasios I. 74–75.
 56 Cf. &
+��, Empereur et Prêtre 87–88, who is of the opinion that the Christianization of the ceremonial did not entail the 

recognition of the institutional role of the Church that was primarily to guarantee orthodoxy of the new ruler suspected of 
Monophysite sympathies.

 57 Cf. �����, Anastasios I. 74. The silence of Peter the Patrician (or the source he had used) as to the declaration of maintain-
ing the Chalcedonian decisions in force is a somewhat puzzling question. It may be due to either the circumstances of the 
declaration being in connection with the day of Zeno’s funeral, which the author was not much concerned with, or with their 
�������������<�������5Q���������'��������=�+������;�}�����VV��������«Q�����5�����������++�Q����������+����������;�������5Q���=
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throne, even calling him a heretic unworthy of Christians.58 Euphemios had found himself, however, 
under pressure from the empress and the senators, who had proposed a compromise consisting in 
the emperor’s written pledge,59���5�����<�5�
*���������<�������60 in which he undertook not to act 
against the faith and the Church.

The accurate content of the obligation is not known. Theodore Lector and Theophanes state that it 
+��+����5�V�������������������5�=<���+�5���������5�+���5�
*�����'�Q�+������'���+�5��}61 According 
to Victor of Tunnuna, the emperor had promised not to act against the Apostolic faith and the Coun-
cil of Chalcedon,62 whereas Evagrios relates that the pledge concerned preserving the faith intact 
and introducing no novelties into the Church.63 It can be assumed, as based on the above-mentioned 
evidence, that Anastasius had pledged to refrain from introducing any alterations into the existing 
5�����������������������V����+Q����;������=��5��������'��������=�+������<Q������'���+�5��}�������������
5���+Q��������+��������������Q�����������<V��������
��=�����}64 In view of all the extant accounts, it did 
not constitute a law, as it concerned the ruler, not the people of the Empire; besides, it had been un-
dertaken before Anastasius formally became Emperor. Considering the relation in De cerimoniis, it 
seems possible that it had taken place on the day of Zeno’s funeral, whose more detailed description 
was omitted by the source, or along with the emperor’s obligation to rule in righteousness and refrain 
from persecuting his personal enemies made in the portico of the Triklinos just before the coron- 
ation.

Anastasius’ religious obligations, even if incurred in the presence of the imperial dignitaries, were 
directed to the bishop of Constantinople, who, in Evagrios’ words,65 gave them to Makedonios for 
safekeeping. The latter had served in the Church of Constantinople as a sacristan responsible for li-
turgical vessels (������l
�,).66 More plausible is apparently the account left by Victor of Tunnuna, 
who writes that the document had been deposited in the church archives.67 However, we cannot rule 
out the possibility of Makedonios’ dual function as both sacristan and the person responsible for the 
��+��������������������+���������+���
���q�<V����5�
*�|���=���������5����;��<�������Q�+�������������� 
 

� � #�������Q������=��V����5�������Q+�����������������Q�}��Q��������5���+Q�������Q�V�+�����������������+������������=�+������5�����
text himself, even though there is evidence in the sources indicating his sympathy for the anti-Chalcedonian cause, cf., for in-
stance, Pseudo-Zacharias XII 6 (136, 26 – 137, 7 !�����), with an account of his intervention in defence of the Monophysite 
monks persecuted at Amida.

 58 Theodore Lector, Epitome 446 (125, 27 �
��): �V���	��"���
:"������:"�H�	��	�":"�U"=,	�"Y This passage from Theodore 
is reiterated verbatim by George the Monk�IX 15�=624, 6–7�&��!���). In turn, Theophanes AM 5983 (136, 8–9 &��!���) 
writes that Euphemios had called Anastasius a heretic unworthy of Christians and the Empire: U"=,	�"��X��"�UK���
:"��:"�
H�	��	�":"������S�����	
����Y

 59 Theodore Lector, Epitome 446 (126, 13 �
��) and George the Monk�IX 15�=624, 9�&��!���): �$�
�#��"�o##����"; Victor 
of Tunnuna s. a. 491.1 (22 ��
�
��
): scripto promittere; Theophanes AM 5983 (136,10 &��!���): �����	f��	��"Y

 60 Evagrios III 32 (130, 5–6 !�&�"�*��
�������): N##�E�!"�����W��!"���	":"��$�
�#��"��X�f#��K��"Y
 61 Theodore Lector, Epitome 446 (126, 13–14 �
��) = George the Monk�IX 15�=624, 9–11�&��!���): K�����X��4�N��$�����A�

p������W��"�K����!���]����	��Q�N"�H�
�%�f"	���#$��	�@]"��Y And somewhat differently in Theophanes AM 5983 (136, 10–11 
&��!���): UK��]����	�����W��"�K����!���Q��'#$�����3��N"�H�
�%�f"	���"f���Y

 62 Victor of Tunnuna s. a. 491.1 (22 ��
�
��
): �������������
�������
��
��������������6�
����'������
������������.
 63 Evagrios III 32 (130, 7–8 !�&�"�*��
�������): U�]��	�"���
=,�	��S"�KC��	"�����$%�i"���	"���#i��N��#�#�B"����½#C����4�

@��4�N��
%���Y Cf. ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 219, note 2, who considers Evagrios‘ 
account to be more credible than the one of Theodore Lector. Cf. also &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Con-
stantinople in the Reign of Anastasius 227.

 64 Cf. +�#���, Les regestes des actes du patriarcat de Constantinople 133–134.
 65 Evagrios III 32 (130, 9–10 !�&�"�*��
�������).
 66 Evagrios III 32 (130, 9–10 !�&�"�*��
�������); Theodore Lector, Epitome 455 (128, 18 �
��); Theophanes AM 5988 

(140, 12 &��!���); George the Monk�IX 15�=625, 12�&��!���). Skeuophylax held a high position in the church hierarchy 
of Constantinople, right after the patriarch and the oikonomos, cf. ����
+&
����*�
������
�!��, Skeuophylax. ODB III 
1909–1910.

 67 Victor of Tunnuna s. a. 491.1 (22 ��
�
��
): in archivo ecclesiae reponit.
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half of the seventh century name as both ������l
�, and ������l
�, in charge of the archives.68 
Nonetheless, it should be assumed that the said document had been ultimately deposited at the cathe-
5������+������5Q������������+����+����+���}69

The reason for Euphemios’ resistance was his suspicion as to the orthodoxy of the candidate for 
����������}�������;�������������<�������5�+����+��
��;��������
����V���5�#�������Q��������
������
�������������+��5�5�������������������<�����
��«Q�����5}������*�+�����������Q�+���+���=�������Q�������
his family) with a whole range of heresies: according to Evagrios, the emperor was to have been 
regarded as a follower of the Manichaean views,70 whereas, in Theodore Lector’s words, Anastasius’ 
<������;�����������
������]���+�����}�����5���������������Q�������#�������Q���Q�+���������+�������5�
been an Arian.71 In turn, Victor of Tunnuna ascribed the Arian confession to his mother.72 In addition, 
the tradition associated with Theodore ascribes the Eutychian views to Anastasius.73

%QV��<����;��������������5�;���������<V�������V��5=�}�"��5�5�����������������+����������*��5�
���������<�5���������5��*��������5�+����������'���+�5��}74 Victor of Tunnuna dates this synod to 492. 
Victor’s dates tend to be fairly accurate, and since Theophanes dates it to 491/492 as well, it should 
be assumed that these two authors had drawn on Theodore Lector’s work. This particular synod must 
����
��+���Q��5�;���������
����<�������5��*��5����>����;��+����5����������<�5�����5�+����������
Chalcedon. There are thus two synods within a short period of time that validate the decrees of the 
'�Q�+��\���������������������
�=�����=����%QV��<������V��+�V�������5�������������������<������������
Anastasius’ imperial coronation.75 According to Theodore Lector (= ����V���������������+��5�����-
mation of Chalcedon was performed by the endemousa synod that had assembled the bishops then 
present at Constantinople.76

����
�=�����=����#�������Q������=�����<�5����+����<����������<���Q����Q�5��������
*�%QV��-
mios had secured the adherents of the Council against any change in the religious policy instituted 
5Q���=����������*��������&���������=�}�#++��5��=����%��=������#�������Q����5�����<V��5����<��������
the status quo in various regions of his Empire and tended to support the bishops whose views had 
concurred with those which prevailed in a given area, without any anti-Chalcedonian policy being 
pursued.77 Likewise, the Life of Daniel Stylites depicts how much Anastasius and Euphemios had 
 

 68 Cf. '����>
�&�'�����, Witnesses to a World Crisis. Historians and Histories of the Middle East in the Seventh Century. 
Oxford 2010, 17–18. The chartophylax ;������V����
������� ����V������+������+�����¡� ��������+��;��������+����<�5��������
sources in 530, cf. 	���
#���, Le Corpus des sceaux de l’empire byzantin, I. L’Église de Constantinople. Paris 1963, 67–68.

 69 Cf. ��
��&����������, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire ecclésiastique des six premiers siècles XVI 634 and ��
�
��, 
Church and State in the Later Roman Empire 38.

 70 Evagrios III 32 (130, 11–12 !�&�"�*��
�������): ���"���=�	����f,�"�$�"	��¯�3��"�$C��!��K��Q���B��K�

�B���e��"Y
 71 Theodore Lector, Epitome 448 (126, 18–20 �
��) = George the Monk IX 15�=624, 12–15�&��!���): �"	��B�	��������	�"���

o��	��"��"�����CcA��"	��B�	�$S"�p���3��$%������X��4��%
!�������\�%���X�:"A����	�"����i�p��?
]����"���"�@�B�"�K����
$%������"�����C����$f��,�"�o��"���.�����������<����������������V����5��;������<��<�����<�5��+��������
*�����V������
AM 5983 (136, 13–16 &��!���).

 72 Victor of Tunnuna s. a. 491.1 (22 ��
�
��
): matre Arriana.
 73 Theodore Lector, Epitome 441 (123, 13–14��
��) = George the Monk�IX 15�=623, 23�&��!���): �Q��X����4��$�@�"; Theo-

phanes AM 5982 (134, 21 &��!���): �V���	��"������$f���"���X����4�; Souda O 136 (704, 19–20 
&���): U"��C�����#Q���3��
�X����4���f,%�Y

 74 Theodore Lector, Epitome 451 (127, 18–19 �
��@, recreated from Theophanes AM 5984 (137, 11–13 &��!���); Victor of 
Tunnuna s.a. 492.2 (22 ��
�
��
); Cyril of Scythopolis,�$������
�������*���������� Skythopolis, herausgegeben von ���
���>
��"�[TU 49]. Leipzig 1939, 140, 13–15). Cf. ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 219.

 75 Cf. +�#���, Les regestes des actes du patriarcat de Constantinople 132–134.
 76 Theodore Lector, Epitome 451 (127, 18–19 �
��) = Theophanes AM 5984 (137, 11–13 &�� !���): �X��$	�� �i� ��

?!"���"�	"��Kf
�!����"�#�#�"���b��N"�%$�4"����NK	��fK���Y
 77 Evagrios�III 30 (125, 32 – 126, 4 !�&�"�*��
�������). Cf. ��
�
��, Church and State in the Later Roman Empire 54. In 

turn, ��
��&����������, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire ecclésiastique des six premiers siècles XVI 636–637 questions 
Evagrios’ account, pointing to the fact that this author only mentions the Chalcedonians among the bishops who had been
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venerated the holy stylite; both of them are thus represented in positive terms by the anonymous au-
thor of the work.78 It does not mean, however, that the views and aims of the emperor and the bishop 
of Constantinople had coincided in their entirety. For instance, let us here recall Euphemios’ attempt 
to depose Patriarch Athanasios of Alexandria.79 According to Pseudo-Zacharias’ account, Euphemios 
had hated Athanasios for his open condemnation of Chalcedon and Pope Leo’s Tome. The bishop 
of Constantinople was to make preparations for his deposition, unsuccessfully attempting to secure 
Pope Felix III’s support.80�������Q5��&�+����������+����+����������+����=���V������q������+����+��<Q���
have taken place early into Euphemios’ episcopate, most probably still in 491, as Felix died on Fe-
bruary 25, 492.81 Since Pseudo-Zacharias does not mention the Pope’s response, it is possible that 
Euphemios’ letter reached him shortly before his death, or reached Rome afterwards. I also think that 
the sending of the letter mentioned by Pseudo-Zacharias can be linked with the endemousa synod, 
;��+����5�����<�5���������5��*��������5�+����������'���+�5��}

The both events seem to constitute the successive stages in Euphemios’ attempt to consolidate the 
Chalcedonian movement in the Churches of the Eastern part of the Empire. The letter to Felix was, 
in all probability, a synodal letter in which the bishop of Constantinople informed the Pope of the 
synod, at the same time requesting his support in resolving the controversy over Athanasios. Pope 
Felix III’s death meant that the letter remained unanswered, while the style of the Eastern policy pur-
�Q�5�
*������Q++�������|�����Q����������+����5�������5������+�<V�����*����	���Q����������������
��;����
Rome and Constantinople.

������=���+��+�������%QV��<������5�����+��5������<�����QVV���������������<V�����5�V����#�����-
sios of Alexandria was probably due to the lack of such assistance on the emperor’s part. Anastasius, 
like Zeno before him, did not have any interest in aggravating the precarious situation in Egypt, a 
���*��<V�������V�����+��V����+Q����*����������+����������<V�������+����+��;�������Q�������;��+����5�
erupted in 49182. It seems, therefore, that he had not taken any action in the dispute between Athana-
sios and Euphemios. Pseudo-Zacharias notes that the emperor had sided with the Patriarch of Alex-
��5�����;��+��;�������+��5��������
����V���5�V�����������>�����������Q�����������++Q����������������*�
made by Athanasios and Patriarch Salustios of Jerusalem, yet this account combines two different 
events. We will return to Pseudo-Zacharias’ version further on.

  deposed by the Emperor, but does not mention the same fate befalling any opponent of Chalcedon. According to the French 
scholar, Anastasius had actively supported the Monophysite movement from the beginning.

 78 Vita Danielis Stylitae 91–92; 96; 99–100 (���&����
?�, Les Saints Stylites [Subsidia Hagiographica 14]. Bruxelles – Paris 
1923, 85, 22 – 87, 27; 90 ,1–9; 91, 23 – 92, 17). It should be emphasized, however, that in spite of the regards expressed by both 
the Emperor and the Bishop, the Vita never mentions them standing together by the column at Anaplus, and Daniel’s funeral 
was attended by Euphemios only. The statement by &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the 
Reign of Anastasius 229, note 24, to the effect that the Vita Danielis is “lukewarm in its attitude to the patriarch” is obviously 
an outright misinterpretation. The author of the Vita depicts Euphemios in very favourable terms in all the passages where the 
�=Q����������Q��5}�����
����V�������5����������Q�V����5�����*
�5*������������;��=������������������������������+�����=������������
½#	y�����, ��	y�����, @���	
]������. "���������<�����<V���������5���=�����������=��=Q�����������������%<V�������5�����+��-
sort had not attended the funeral. He gives orders and instructions regarding the details of the ceremony, undertakes to carry 
����+�����;�����������*�<�����
�5*�����������Q�5��������������<�=�����������} In general, he is represented as an exception-
ally pious bishop, solicitous about the patron of the City, cf. ����������#Ãô�� æ��ýúô��!û �ôú����Y��L���5����Y��>}

 79 ��
�
��, Church and State in the Later Roman Empire 55, notes that Euphemios’ excessive activity in favour of the consol-
idation of the Chalcedonian movement had irritated the Emperor.

 80 Pseudo-Zacharias VII 1 (13, 9–12 !�����).
 81 Cf. 
#��, Felix III (II) 895.
 82 Egypt was a province of strategic importance. It supplied grain to the capital and its location facilitated maintaining control 

of the Eastern part of the Mediterranean. The latter was of particular importance in view of the fact that the Isaurian rebels 
;�Q�5���+������������QVV������������������������������=�������������Q�}����;������*�����5����Q+������������������
*�������<�
that would make it possible to subdue the revolted province, cf. Priscianus 103–117 (Procope de Gaza, Priscien de Césarée, 
Panégyriques de l’empereur Anastase Ier, textes traduits et commentés par 
����
#	����Bonn 1986, 61).
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The lack of the Pope’s support in Euphemios’ efforts to reinforce the standing of the Chalcedonian 
movement in the Churches of the Eastern Roman Empire was a tremendous disappointment to the 
bishop of Constantinople, although the Pope, despite his animated correspondence with the Eastern 
episcopate, had not been in a position to offer any real assistance in this endeavour. Apparently, 
therefore, as far as Euphemios is concerned, restoration of the communion between Constantinople 
and Rome was not associated with any expectations of actual gains, either in his relations with the 
other patriarchs in the East or the emperor, rather with the need to obtain moral support in his efforts 
to consolidate the acceptance of Chalcedon in the East and unify the Churches on the issue of the 
conciliar decisions. The situation in the Churches of the East had not been as dire to the defenders 
of Chalcedon as Pseudo-Zacharias’ account might suggest in his statement that both Athanasios of 
Alexandria and Salustios of Jerusalem had acted in opposition to Euphemios.83

Salustios’ Christological views are not as unambiguous as it may seem in view of the above. 
Although Cyril of Scythopolis refers to the bishop of Jerusalem only in passing, without making his 
���;��<�����V�+��+�����+�������<����*�Ä#	��) twice, which he most likely would not have done if he 
had harboured any doubt as to his Chalcedonian orthodoxy.84 Besides, this Patriarch is also the one 
who had appointed the ascetics Theodosios and Sabas as leaders of the pro-Chalcedonian Palestinian 
monks.85 Pseudo-Zacharias’ account is also contradicted by the Palestinian monks’ letter to Alkison 
of Nikopolis, which is cited by Evagrios. The letter states that the bishops of Antioch, Constantino-
V������5����Q����<�5�5���������<�����������<�����#������������*��5������������5�5�5���������
�����
communion with him.86 Pseudo-Zacharias’ inclusion of Salustios among the clearly anti-Chalcedoni-
an bishops may have been due to his intention to cleanse Peter Mongos of the accusation of remain-
ing in communion with the bishops who had not explicitly condemned the decisions of Chalcedon 
and Pope Leo’s Tome, or who had even defended them.87

������«Q������5���+Q������5����<�������������Q5������������+�������5�������#����+������;��������;��
we have almost no information. Only the sources of Chalcedonian provenance attempt to cast some 
light upon this question, yet unfortunately they contradict one another. The above-mentioned letter of 
����������������<��������#��������������*���������+�������Q��5������5��������+�����#����+��;����<��=�
the bishops who had not approved of the anathema against the Council of Chalcedon, which was ex-
pressed in Athanasios’ synodal letter.88 In turn, Cyril of Scythopolis states, in the Life of Sabas, that 
Palladios anathematized the Council of Chalcedon and established communion with Athanasios of 
Alexandria in order to ingratiate himself with the emperor Anastasius.89 Both of these mentions may 
be true, but they pertain to two different periods of Palladios’ episcopate: early on, he had defended 
the decrees of Chalcedon, whereas in the later period he aligned himself with the opponents of the 
 
 83 Cf. &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of Anastasius 227 and �����, Anastasios I. 

109, who are of the opinion that Euphemios had been increasingly isolated during Anastasius’ reign.
 84 Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita Sabae 30 (114, 24 ���>
��") and 65 (166, 18 ���>
��").
 85 Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita Sabae 30 (115, 14–20 ���>
��"). Cf. ������, La chiesa di Palestina e le controversie cristolog-

iche 142–144, who holds that the indicator of Salustios’ policy was to ensure the reception of the Henotikon and the ultimate 
absorption of the anti-Chalcedonian opposition.

 86 Evagrios III 31 (127, 8–14 !�&�"�*��
�������): ������ �i ����	$%$]"��A K=
	" ��� �X��b� UK�����@%��" �
�,="���	= �� ��� 
(�#�K���A��@�"��������4�$��Q������"�������E"����U"�@�$��	�$�"������"f�u�UK�����
�"����o##����"�N"��������"��	��B��
�c����?!"���"�	"��Kf
�!�������c��"�	������������c I�����
l$!"j�����$S����@]"����N,�N���"����
�,="���	= �� ��� (�#�K����
��� +	�l%���@��§���Q���	��]
���". The letter was written towards the close of Anastasius’ reign, cf. ������>
��"� Bemerkun-
=������\��*�������������*���V���� 384 and 
���, Evagrius Scholasticus the Church Historian 147, who date the letter to ca. 515.

 87 Cf. ��������, The Emperor Zeno 195 and The Chronicle of Pseudo-Zachariah Rhetor. Church and War in Late Antiquity 230, 
note 16. However, Pseudo-Zacharias’ account is considered to be credible by &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in 
Constantinople in the Reign of Anastasius 227.

 88 Evagrios III 31 (127, 13 !�&�"�*��
�������).
 89 Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita Sabae 50 (140, 8–12 ���>
��").
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'���+�5��}����;�����Q<�5������%��=�������++�Q���;��������
�����5���Q�*�����+���=������5�����V��������
in the early 490s, it would turn out that Athanasios had found himself at that time in a much more 
5���+Q������Q�����������%QV��<���¡�<�������������Q�*�����>�>�����Q������5��5���5�;����Q++��5�5�
*�
Elias, who openly gave his support to Euphemios, breaking with the bishops who had opposed the 
decisions of Chalcedon.90

4. RELATIONS WITH ROME

We have only one extant letter of Pope Gelasius to Euphemios and one letter of the same Pope to 
the emperor Anastasius.91 Unfortunately, no letters from Euphemios and Anastasius to Rome have 
�Q�����5}�"�;�������������;�����������Q��+�����*�+����+����	��|�����Q���V���������������������������;����
Constantinople as well as the position held by Euphemios, whose letter is cited several times by the 
Pope. In his correspondence sent to Rome, the bishop of Constantinople complained that the Pope 
��5�����������5���<�����������+������;��+��;���������5������=�����������=���=��+���<�
��;��������
two Sees; above all, however, he expressed his wish to re-establish the disrupted communion, stating 
��+���=��������Q�+��5����������+�=����������'���+�5�����5�����<��=������������V������������*�����
who can restore peace within the Church.92 At the same time, Euphemios stated his position on the 
conditions for re-establishing the broken bonds set out in Felix III’s letter, focusing primarily on the 
defence of Akakios’ orthodoxy. In Euphemios’ view, his predecessor had not been a heretic;93 he was 
not even formally condemned by an imperial synod. Thus, there should be no demanding that his 
name be erased from the diptychs.94������������+�����������5������������V����5�<��5����5���+Q������
�Q��������++�Q���������������<�������������V��V������'����������V�����5�����#������}95

On his part, Gelasius rejected all the suggestions of compromise made by the bishop of Constan-
tinople. In reference to Euphemios’ remark on his own apprehensions as to how the people might 
react should the name of Akakios be removed from the diptychs, he sarcastically told him it was 
 

 90 Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita Sabae 31 (115, 27–116, 4 ���>
��"). Cf. $��&���
��, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten im sechsten 
Jahrhundert und das fünfte allgemeine Concil. Münster 1899, 16; &��'�������?, Jerusalem after Chalcedon, A.D. 451–518. The 
Christian East, vol. 2, new series, 1 (1952) 27; ������, La chiesa di Palestina e le controversie cristologiche 145–146.

 91 Also, Pope Gelasius’ letter to Faustus of 493 (���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 16–19), 
touches on the question of the relations between the bishoprics of Rome and Constantinople, uncompromisingly rejecting 
Constantinople’s charges concerning the rightness of the condemnation of Akakios and the demand to remove his name 
from the diptychs, cf. $����$�
��������<V��5�����V����Q<����	���Q�5���=<������'�����5�����������5�<�|��£���
���
"��<��5���>��Y��������\��������	�������'�����5���II 53–54 and >��#���
, Gelasius I. (492–496). Das Papsttum an 
5������5��5����V���������	Q<�]�����������Päpste und Papsttum 18). Stuttgart 1981, 174–178. Although >���

���, Die 
Glaubensformel des Papstes Hormisdas im Acacianischen Schisma (Analecta Gregoriana 20). Roma 1939, 37–38, suggested 
that it was a forgery, it is now commonly held to be authentic, as convincingly argued by !�
#&�
#, Vice mea 1105–1106, 
note 200. Cf. also '������
�&�, The Popes and the Papacy in the Early Middle Ages. 476–752. London 1979, 65. Faustus was 
Theoderic’s envoy, in 490/492–494, to the Emperor Anastasius, with whom he negotiated on the matters relating to Italy, cf. 
PLRE II 454–456 (Fl. Anicius Probus Faustus iunior Niger 9) and Prosopographie chrétienne du Bas-Empire, tome 2. Proso-
pographie de l’Italie chrétienne (313–604), sous la direction de ����Pietri et �. Pietri par J��Desmulliez�*�Ch��Fraisse-Coué�*�
d��Paoli-Lafaye�*���. Pietri�*����Pietri�*��. Sotinel, vol. 1. Roma 1999, 756–759 (Fl. Anicius Probus Faustus Iunior Niger 4).

 92 Pope Gelasius’ letter to Euphemios of 492 (49–55 ���>
��"@. Cf. ��
��&����������, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire 
ecclésiastique des six premiers siècles XVI 639–640 and ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 
219–220.

 93 Pope Gelasius’ letter to Euphemios of 492 (52, 6–7 ���>
��"@: 9���$������������������
����������������3��6��������
succesor eius, legitur ubicumque dixisse.

 94 Pope Gelasius’ letter to Euphemios of 492 (52, 15–16 ���>
��"@: immo et adhuc queritis quando fuerit damnatus Acacius … 
 95 Pope Gelasius’ letter to Euphemios of 492 (55, 2–4 ���>
��"@: quae etiam vos rationabiliter inventes creditis opponendum 
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�������
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��������������:�
�����
���������
���; Cf. ��
��&����������, Mémoires pour 
servir à l’histoire ecclésiastique des six premiers siècles XVI 640–641 and�+���������, Christ in Christian Tradition II/1, 
265.
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the herd that should conform to their shepherd, not the shepherd to the herd.96 It was a humiliating 
�Q��������=� ��� %QV��<����� �V��+�V��� �Q����+������}� "�� ����� ����5� ����� ���+�� %Q�*+���� ��5� 
����
+��5�<��5�
*�����'�Q�+������'���+�5����;�����5�+�������;��������<�5�
*�
����������V����5�����
bishop of Constantinople, the condemnation also extends to his later followers, including Peter Mon-
gos and Akakios, who had favoured the same views.97 Moreover, Akakios’ fault is more serious in 
that he had known the truth and, nonetheless, allied with the enemies thereof. Pope Gelasius thought 
��������;�������=�������%QV��<��������qV�+����+�����=��������+����������������+����}��������q����5��
indeed, such a custom but it applied solely to those bishops who had remained within the Apostolic 
and catholic communion from which Euphemios had chosen to depart.98 Gelasius had thus not just 
maintained but even radicalized his attitude towards Constantinople.99

5. EUPHEMIOS’ DEPOSITION

After an initial period of peaceful coexistence, the relations between Anastasius and Euphemios be-
gan to get worse. Theodore Lector and the associated tradition asserted that the reason had been the 
emperor’s growing distrust and his increasing doubt in the metropolitan’s loyalty. The author notes 
�����#�������Q���;���*���� ����V�����+��5�;����=������ �������Q�������
����� ���5�%QV��<�������+���-
dence to summon the bishops who were then present in Constantinople to intercede for the Isaurians. 
The Patriarch divulged his conversation with the emperor to patrician John, the father-in-law of 
Athenodoros, one of the Isaurian leaders.100 Very soon, however, John went to see the emperor and 

 96 Pope Gelasius’ letter to Euphemios of 492 (55, 4–7 ���>
��"@: quisnam hoc in ecclesia dei, quaeso te, possit audire, cum 
utique pastorem sequi grex debeat ad pascua salutaria reuocantem, non per deuia gregem pastor errantem? dic mihi, rogo 
te, grex pro te an tu pro grege redditurus es rationem?

 97 Pope Gelasius’ letter to Euphemios of 492 (52, 20–28 ���>
��"@: miramur tamen quomodo duo ista simul profertis, hoc est 
�������6�
����'������
��������
�������������
���������
������
�����������
����
����������������������
������-
tores non pariter generaliterque putetis fuisse damnatos. ostendite ergo quae synodus in unaquaque haeresi non cum erroris 
auctoribus successores eorum hisque communicantes simulque omnes damnarit et complices. itaque ille uester Acacius, qui 
Eutychianis heredibus detestabili communione factus est particeps, ab eadem synodo sine dubitatione damnatus est, quae 
Eutychen Dioscorumque cum successoribus eorum hisque communicantes synodico tenore prostrauit, sicut sequaces illorum 
<�
������	������������������
��������. Cf. ��$�
��������<V��5�����V����Q<����	���Q�5���=<������'�����5���
52–56; �����, Anastasios I. 107–108.

 98 Pope Gelasius‘ letter to Euphemios of 492 (49, 15–23 ���>
��"@: quod si, ut magis opinamur, quasi sociis quibus praeesse 
Christi munere delegata est, apostolicam sedem institutum sibi nouiter sacerdotem praeeuntibus oportuisse dixisti litteris 
indicare, fuit quondam ecclesiastica uetus haec regula apud patres nostros, quibus una illa catholica apostolicaque commu-
nio ab omni praeuaricatorum libera pollutione constabat; nunc autem cum societatem praeferre malitis extraneam quam 
ad beati Petri purum redire illibatumque consortium, quomodo cantabimus canticum domini in terra aliena, id est quomodo 
dispositionis apostolicae antiqua foedera praebeamus hominibus communionis externae? quemammodum uobis ordinatio-
nem suam renuntiatura est, cui uestro etiam testimonio haereticos damnatosque praeponitis?

 99 Cf. �����, Anastasios I. 106; also ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 219. Gelasius’ fore-
most objective was to give prominence to the primacy of Rome in his letters to the Emperor, Euphemios, and especially 
the bishops of Dardania; he ignored the so-called 28th canon of Chalcedon, put the bishoprics of Alexandria and Antioch 
in precedence over Constantinople, pointedly referred to the See of Rome as “Apostolic,” insultingly reminded Euphemios 
that Constantinople had been under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Heraklaea. In the Pope’s view, Constantinople did not 
possess a greater right to primacy than other residential sees: Ravenna, Milan, Sirmium, and Trier. Gelasius also asserted that 
the patriarchs and bishops can be judged by the Pope only, as his jurisdiction extends over the entire Church, see, e.g., the 
letter to the bishops of Dardania of February 1, 496�%V���Q�����<V������Q<�V�����+Q<������Q<���5���
}��}�'''��$���Q�-
que ad a. DLIII datae, Avellana quae dicitur collectio, ed. ���+e���� [Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum 35]. 
Vindobonae 1895, 369–398, esp. 376 and 387–388). Cf. >��������$��&, The Rise of the Monophysite Movement. Chapters 
in the History of the Church in the Fifth and Sixth Century. Oxford 1972, 195;����
#��, Gélase Ier. DHGE XX 287–289;�
�����, Anastasios I. 106 and �

���, Anastasius I 129–130.

 100 John, Athenodoros’ father-in-law is only known from the above-mentioned account of Theodore Lector and the dependent sourc-
es, cf. PLRE II 604 (Ioannes 43). Athenodoros was a senator and one of the Isaurians who had achieved considerable political
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told him of Euphemios’ indiscretion, which was to arouse Anastasius’ hatred of the bishop,101 whom 
he came to identify with the Isaurian rebels.102 The author goes on to describe two failed attempts 
on the bishop’s life, not attributing them directly to the emperor, but to “certain individuals plotting 
against Euphemios.”103 They were to hire an assassin to kill Euphemios with a sword. The bishop 
was saved thanks only to the timely intervention of the ekdikos Paul, who killed the assassin with 
a bolt (�]��). Euphemios survived another assassination attempt by escaping from the ambush in a 
layman’s clothes.104 Next, the emperor used force to reclaim from Euphemios his declaration to re-
���������<�<����=���*�<�5��+��������������q�����=�+��������������������;��+�������5�
����V����Q��5�
to subscribe at his coronation.105

The above sequence of the events is derived from Theophanes, who collects Theodore’s informa-
tion under one year and dates it to the year 5987 from the Creation, which corresponds to 494/495 
A.D., whereas Theodore Lector and George the Monk� <������� ���� ����� *���� ��� ���� ;��� ��4� �i�
K�
]$���NK���Y�o�%��������"���), which would set the date of the events in 495/496.106 The descrip-
tion of the events and their context point out that they had happened towards the close of Euphemios’ 
episcopate, i.e., most probably, in accordance with Theodore’s account, in the latter half of 495 or the 
�������������>��}107

In Theophanes’ account, two different issues are referred to and linked with each other: Anasta-
sius’ accusations of treason levelled against Euphemios and the question of the imperial declaration. 
The former issue is a strictly political one, while the latter is related to religion. Theophanes may 
�����V����
�*������5������;��5����������������+����+��5�;��������+����+��
��;��������
����V���5�����
Emperor under one and the same year (AM 5987), although they did not have to transpire at the same 
time. On the other hand, George the Monk relates a completely different sequence of the events, with 
Anastasius’ recovery of his declaration of faith given as a complement to the information on Eu-
phemios’ pressure on the emperor to make it in 491, without setting down when it had happened. In 
any case, Theodore holds that the only cause of the Emperor’s hatred of the bishop was Euphemios’ 
 

� � ���Q��+���������+�V�����5Q���=�&���������=���
Q��;����
������5����<�'����������V���������Q�������>���>��}�"��;��������������
leaders of the Isaurian rebellion against Anastasius; in 497, he was captured and executed, cf. PLRE II 178–179 (Athenodo- 
rus 2).

 101 Theodore Lector, Epitome 449 (126, 24 – 127, 14 �
��); Theophanes AM 5987 (139, 6–20 &��!���); George the Monk IX 
15�=624, 20 – 625, 3�&��!���).

 102 Theodore Lector, Epitome 455 (128, 14 �
��); Theophanes AM 5987 (139, 12–13 &��!���); George the Monk�IX 15�=625, 
6–7�&��!���). Cf. �����, Anastasios I. 89, who regards Theodore Lector’s account as credible, despite the historian’s clearly 
negative attitude towards the Emperor. In a similar vein: &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople 
����������=�����#�������Q�����Y�����;����������������V��+���������%<V�������+���5����������Q�������
�������V��=����������
Patriarch to discredit him and thus neutralize the popular support he had enjoyed.

 103 Theodore Lector, Epitome 453 (127, 26 �
��): 0V�NKC���
�	��X�%$�����	"�. Theophanes AM 5987 (139, 13–14 &��!���): 
�X�%$�u��]��	"���NK	���
�l�"���. In his chronicle, George the Monk does not mention any attempts on Euphemios’ life.

 104 Theodore Lector, Epitome 454 (128, 11–13 �
��@; Theophanes AM 5987 (139, 17–19 &��!���).
 105 Theodore Lector, Epitome 447 (126, 16–17 �
��); Theophanes AM 5987 (139, 19–20 &��!���); Victor of Tunnuna s.a. 

491.1 (22 ��
�
��
).
 106 John of Antioch fr. 308 (Ioannis Antiocheni Fragmenta ex Historia chronica. Introduzione, edizione critica e traduzione a 

cura di #����!���� [TU 154]. Berlin 2005, 530, 21–24), points out that the Isaurian rebellion had broken out upon the news 
of Anastasius’ accession to the throne, not as late as 492 (?��"!"��i����f�!��N���3���:"�N"�%$�l"�!��~��l�!"�NK	���
3��
�	�����=�@�	���4��A�UK��!��B"���l������3�����	
�����N�]
����"��X�G�U,	!$=�!"�U��	��l$�"f���	"���X�:"��X�i���%$=�!"A�
������4�����%�U##�
@���%���3�����Q��S"��y��"��X�:"�UK���=��!�.). Cf. �

���, Anastasius I 23–24.

 107 Chronologically speaking, Theophanes dates the second attempt on Euphemios’ life “N"������"=,�	���4������,” which may 

���5������5�;���������������������������=Q����������#Q=Q������+�}�����5�����#��=������,����+���=��+��+���������VV����Q����
while The Chronicle of Theophanes Confessor. Byzantine and Near Eastern History AD 284–813 214, note 4, suggests the 
Ascension day. In such case, the second attempt may be dated, with a certain likelihood, to May 23, 496, i.e., shortly before 
his deposition.
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questionable political stance, not the religious differences. The author does not state that the emperor 
had been responsible for the assassination attempts, but we cannot rule out such a possibility.108

����������=�������<V�����5�+�5�5������<�����������Q
����<���������+�����<��������+�}�������Q�+-
es composed in the Eastern regions of the Empire, mostly of Monophysite origin, beginning from the 
above passage in Pseudo-Zacharias’ work, state that Euphemios had been deposed and exiled because 
of his Nestorian heresy.109 Likewise, Evagrios’ passage referring to the matter of Euphemios’ deposi-
tion suggests that it was based solely on religious issues, and he does not even mention political consid-
erations.110 The account in the Synodicon Vetus clearly links the cause of Euphemios’ deposition with 
religious issues, stating that the Emperor blamed the bishop for “countless slanders” because of Chal-
cedon.111��������<�����;�*��]��+�����Q��'�<�����+��
���������Q�+����������+����+��
��;���������<V�����
and the bishop to religious questions,112 but his account of the deposition does not specify the charge 
levelled against Euphemios.113 In his Life of Sabas, Cyril of Scythopolis notes that the Bishop had to 
������Q�����������+����������Q������¤�������++Q��������¢���������Q=������+����q���<V��������������5�V�-
sition was caused by the issues related to the Council of Chalcedon.114 In turn, John Moschos makes 
a clear connection between the deposition of Euphemios and the Christological controversy.115

The fundamental question asked in historiography with respect to Euphemios’ deposition is why 
Anastasius had taken so long, after the Nestorian accusations against the bishop levelled by Athana-
��������#��q��5�����
��������������*�5�+�5�5�����������<�5�V���5}116 There have been a number of 
proposed answers to this question: the emperor’s reluctance to aggravate the relations with his wife, 
who had most evidently supported Euphemios, or his wish to regain the solemn declaration of faith 
he had been coerced to sign prior to his imperial coronation.117

 108 �

���, Anastasius I 137, says that the assassin acted on the orders of Anastasius or wanted to ingratiate himself with the 
Emperor. A similar suggestion was made earlier in ��
��&����������, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire ecclésiastique des 
six premiers siècles XVI 660. More caution can be seen in &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in 
the Reign of Anastasius 228 and �����, Anastasios I. 90.

 109 John Malalas�XVI 11 (327, 62–64 ��#�), states laconically: J"��i�����X��4����	
������@q�]@%��X��$	�����K���	=��%��
?!"���"�	"��Kf
�!�j�����N,y�	��"��X��"������X�����"�NK����"��f"��"�p��-�����	�"f". The later Monophysite tradition 
repeats this statement: Pseudo-Dionysios of Tel-Mahre s.a. 809 (Pseudo-Dionysius of Tel-Mahre, Chronicle [known also as 
the Chronicle of Zuqnin]. Part III, translated with notes and introduction by >��>��
��>��� [Translated Texts for Historians 
22]. Liverpool 1996, 2): Euphemius of Constantinople went into exile because he was found to be a Nestorian. The Chronicle 
to the Year 846 (Chronicon ad annum Domini 846 pertinens, edidit ���>��!�����, interpretatus est '��!����
!�� in: Chronica 
minora, interpretati sunt ���+#�&��*����>��!������*�'��!����
!���[CSCO Scriptores Syri, series III, tomus IV]. Parisiis – 
Lipsiae 1903, 167, 17–18): Hunc [Euphemios] eiecit imperator in exilium Euchaita Ponti quia laborabat haeresi nestoriana; 
Michael the Syrian IX 7 (154 ��
!��): Euphemios, patriarche de Constantinople, fut chassé parce qu’il fut constaté qu’il 
était nestorien; whereas John of Nikiu 89, 46 (The Chronicle of John, Bishop of Nikiu, translated from Zotenberg’s Ethiopic 
text by ��������
����� Oxford 1916, 126), recounts that Anastasius had removed Euphemios from his See; he does not spec-
ify the reasons behind the deposition, but the context clearly points to religious causes. The tradition associated with Edessa 
states only that Euphemios was deposed and replaced by Makedonios, without giving any reasons for the deposition, cf. The 
Chronicle of Edessa 77 (Chronicon Edessenum, edidit et interpretatus est ���+#�&�� in: Chronica minora 8, 23–24) and The 
Chronicle of Jacob of Edessa (Chronicon Iacobi Edesseni, interpretatus est ���>��!������ in: Chronica minora 236).

 110 Evagrios III 30 (126, 30 – 127, 4 !�&�"�*��
�������).
 111 Synodicon Vetus 109 (92 &#$$? – �
����): �	Q��S"�½#����N"�H�
�%�f"	��l"���"�$����	��������"���	��2K���
�".
 112 Marcellinus Comes�s.a. 494.1 (31 �����).
 113 Marcellinus Comes�s.a. 495 (31 �����): Eufemius augustae civitatis antistes, de quo superius fecimus mentionem, falso ab 

Anastasio principe accusatus atque damnatus in exilium ductus est.
 114 Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita Sabae 50 (140, 13–15 ���>
��"): �f������"�"��X��$	�"���"�?!"���"�	"��Kf
�!��NK����K�"��Q�N"�

H�
�%�f"	���#$��	�@]"�����"��	�:�����y��"�����@�B
�"��3��NÅ	���K3��������"���	�K��	��
y". In turn, in chapter 52 of 
his work, Cyril cited Anastasius’ words spoken to Sabas; the Emperor referred to Euphemios as “Nestorian.”

 115 John Moschos, Pratum Spirituale 38 (PG 87/3, 2888–2890).
 116 Cf. &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of Anastasius 228.
 117 Cf. ����, Histoire du Bas-Empire II 165; &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of 

Anastasius 228.
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None of the above options is fully satisfactory. Ariadne, Anastasius’ wife, died in 515; it does not 
explain, therefore, why Euphemios had been deposed in 496, not two years before.118 The question 
of the declaration is similar. Although Evagrios’ information that Anastasius failed to reclaim it from 
Euphemios and tried to take it away from his successor does not agree with the tradition derived 
from Theodore Lector and is probably erroneous,119 the other sources that recount the dispute over 
the declaration (Theodore Lector, Theophanes, George the Monk) do not make it possible to deter-
mine exactly when the emperor had reclaimed it.120 We should also remember that the emperor had 
����<�5�����5�+���������;������VQ
��+�*�<�5��������;��+��;���«Q�������������<������<V��������������
written document. Early into his reign, the emperor had probably felt bound to respect it.

On the other hand, the chronicler closest to the events, Theodore Lector, and the associated tra-
5�������<V����	��������=���+��+���������V�����+�����+���}121 He relates that the reason for Euphemios’ 
deposition had been the accusation of his treacherous complicity in the Isaurian rebellion, which was 
levelled by the emperor. After his victory over the rebels, Anastasius was to send the ��������
���
-
rum Eusebius to the bishop with the following words: “Your prayers, Eminence, have besmeared your 
friends.”122 The emperor attributed the Isaurians’ treachery to the bishop, as the latter was to maintain 
correspondence with them. In consequence, Anastasius got the bishops to convene at Constantino-
ple; they put Euphemios on trial and deposed him, appointing the aforementioned Makedonios in 
his place.123 Subsequently, the emperor condemned the Patriarch to exile at Euchaita in Pontus.124

 118 Cf. �>
�&�>��
��'����	�;��
�	���*«�������V�^}�V w. 175.
 119 Evagrios III 32 (130, 12–15 !�&�"�*��
�������). Cf. ��
�
��, Church and State in the Later Roman Empire 56, note 74. 

However, Evagrios’ account is considered to be credible by !�����&
��?, Apollo as a Chalcedonian. A New Fragment of a 
Controversial Work from Early Sixth-Century Constantinople. Traditio 50 (1995) 36.

 120 George the Monk�IX 15�=624, 11–12�&��!���). Cf. &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign 
of Anastasius 227, note 12, who hold that the Emperor had recovered his declaration some time prior to Euphemios’ deposition.

 121 Among the sources within the tradition associated with Theodore Lector, only Victor of Tunnuna s.a. 496 (24 ��
�
��
), links 
Euphemios’ deposition with his defence of the decrees of Chalcedon: Anastasius imperator, haereticorum synodum faciens, 
���
�����>��
����
����������3������������
����'
�������
�
��������'������
�������6�
��������
��������
��.

 122 Theodore Lector, Epitome 450 (127, 15–17 �
��): �"���E�	������	
	�y����"�
�	Å�"��	"%@�������Q��:"�~��l�!"���l�����
���Q���=����N"��%��"j�����Å]$n���Å�����X��$	�"��X�]�	�"���"�$=#	����"��%
�B�Å�����X�f"j�ÆÆ�V��X�������A�[��$]#��A���b��
��
����������f
!��"YÇÇ^. Eusebius’ words were recreated from the chronicles of Theophanes AM 5988 (140, 8 &��!���) 
and George the Monk IX 15�=625, 5–6�&��!���), as in Theodore’s text contained in the Codex Baroccianus gr. 142, the words 
����<�����=}�'�}�����5�����#��=�����������+���=��+��+������L��VV����Q��}�%Q��
�Q�������5����+���Q���;�+����������������
time in 489, and then again in 493. In the years 492–497, he also served as ��������
���
���, cf. PLRE II 433 (Fl. Eusebius 
28), with a suggestion to identify him with Eusebius (431 (Eusebius 19), Zeno’s envoy to Persian king Peroz.

 123 Theodore Lector, Epitome 455 (128, 14–17 �
��) = George the Monk IX 15�=625, 6–10�&��!���): �"���E�	��������	
�b��
�Q��NK	���
Q���:"�~��l�!"�NK	#�=n����X�%$�uA�����p��#�=$$����K�K�$�f������B�����=""�	�A���"�#�#����b��N"�%$�4"����
NK	��'K���j��À�	"������	
�B����	�f$�"�	�U��	"!"%�C��������@�	�]��	���"��"����$��n�"��. See Theophanes AM 5988 (140, 
7–8 &��!���), who does not mention Anastasius’ accusation of the Bishop’s involvement in the Isaurian conspiracy. The 
synod which had condemned Euphemios was dated by Eduard Schwartz, as based on the information given by Cyril of 
Scythopolis, Vita Sabae 50 (140, 13–15 ���>
��") to late June or early July of 496, cf. ���>
��", Publizistische Sammlun-
gen zum acacianischen Schisma 222, note 1. The synod was already dated to July of 496 by ��
��&����������, Mémoires 
pour servir à l’histoire ecclésiastique des six premiers siècles XVI 660–661 and 806 (as based on the accounts of Theophanes 
and Victor of Tunnuna). Drawing on this dating, the event is believed to have taken place generally during the summer of 
496, see >��������$��&��������������]�+�5���Q���������Y����Q==����������\����*=<��Q�5���=��}�������=��	Q�5���=������-
geschichtlichen Beziehungen zwischen Antike und Christentum. Festschrift für Carl Andresen zum 70. Geburtstag, heraus. 

�����������}�|°����=�����L�����>��;���������<�5�*��������
�����V�+���5�
*����$��&� Barbarische Bürger. Die Isaurier und 
5����°<��+������+��"��������9���������������������������
�6�
��������������������';3;�8). Berlin – New York 2005, 
335. Cf., however, �

���, Anastasius I 137, who dates the Bishop’s deposition to November of 496 (but she does not offer 
any arguments to support this dating) and ��
�
��, Church and State in the Later Roman Empire 56, who falsely dates the 
said synod to November of 495. This date is also assumed by '
�, Euphémius 1410. In turn, +��>����, Anastasius, Christen 
und Perser. JbAC 33 (1990) 114, shifts the date of the synod ahead by two years, to 498.

 124 Theodore Lector, Epitome 457 (128, 22 �
��) = George the Monk�IX 15�=625, 15–16�&��!���); Theophanes AM 5989 
(140, 19–20 &��!����}�%Q+�������;��������Q<
�������<V��������=Q����;�����q���5��;������Q���5��������Q���;�������#<����¡
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Nonetheless, Theophanes’ account contains some disputable points as regards the actual timeline 
of the events. The author associates Euphemios’ deposition with the victory of Anastasius’ army over 
the Isaurian rebellion, the latter event resulting in the capture and execution of the rebel leaders, 
���=�����������5������5��������������<�����<�5�#�����5����}������Q��������������������������������
commonly dated to 497, not 496.125 In any case, the chronology of the Isaurian war remains a fairly 
debatable issue. Marcellinus Comes’ Chronicle is the only source which dates the end of the war to 
497,126 while the generally fairly accurate Chronicle of Victor of Tunnuna refers to the year 495.127

The earlier dating of these events is also favoured by other representatives of the tradition associ-
ated with Theodore Lector. However, the Epitome of Theodore’s work and the Chronicle of George 
����]���������������*�V��+������������V����}�����������������Q�+���+���<������¤����������*������������
;��¢��}�}�����>���������<V�����#�������Q���;���*��������V�����+��5�+����+���;����5����VQ�������5����
the hostilities.128������������������������
�=�����=��������+����+��
��;���������<V�������5�%QV��-
mios, not the decisive victory of Anastasius, in that year, even though the ensuing account of the 
Isaurian defeat, just like Theophanes’ account, imply a proximity between the two events. According 
�������V�����������;���+�<�������+�����������*���������������
������������*������;��+�������V��+�����
late 492.129 In consequence, the tradition connected with Theodore dates both the beginning of the 
+����+��
��;��������%<V�������5�
����V�%QV��<������5�������+���*��������+�����;������>���>����<����
likely to early 496.

Marcellinus’ dating seems to be validated by the Imperial army commander-in-chief John the 
Scythian’s appointment as consul in 498, apparently in recognition of his success of the previous 
year. It should be noted, however, that Anastasius himself had held the consulship in 497, which may 
also attest to the acknowledgement of his triumph over the rebels.130 Thus, Marcellinus’ dating may 
V��
�
�*�V��������������������QVV������������������Q�������������;��+��;�Q�5�
�+�<��V����
������*����
��*��������;������������+�V�Q���������=�����������5�����;������������++�Q����V����5�5�
*�������Q�+���
+������������5������=��5�����5�������������<������
������+�����������+�Q�����5��������+����+�}���������
occasion, Anastasius had likely come into possession of Euphemios’ correspondence, which would 
explain the emperor’s sudden retaliatory reaction.

I think that Theodore’s strict association of Euphemios’ deposition with the victories in the Isau-
�����;���+�����*��qV������;�*�����
����V�;�����<���5����<��������+�����>����;���������+������������
+���������������5�
������VV�5�5�������*��������Q����������<V������;���;���=�����=�����QVV������5�
over his enemies. The military success helped him to consolidate his position, thus allowing him to 
 

  the Emperor Anastasius raised it to the status of the city, cf. ���+�d+����, Géographie byzantine. BZ 19 (1913) 59–61 and ���
$���, Euchaita. ODB II 737.

 125 Cf. ����, Histoire du Bas-Empire II 84; �
��""�, L’imperatore Anastasio I (491–518) 98–99; Procope de Gaza, Priscien de 
Césarée, Panégyriques de l’empereur Anastase Ier 127; $��&� Barbarische Bürger 333–334; �

���, Anastasius I 26; �����, 
#�����������}���}�"�;������"����������������������V��+����+�������=*����������������=���������+�����;������5���+Q������5����<���}

 126 Marcellinus Comes�s. a. 497.2 (31 �����): Bellumque Isaucum hoc sexto anno sedatum. Marcellinus’ account is corroborated 
in�'��&
��, Romana 355 (Iordanis Romana et Getica, ed. ������������in^�MGH. Auctores antiquissimi V/1. Berolini 1882, 
46): consertoque proelio iuxta Cotiziaium Frygiae civitatem castra metati pene per sex continuos annos rei publicae adver-
satur. Both of these authors had probably drawn on the same Latin source of Constantinopolitan origin, cf. �����, Count 
Marcellinus 178.

 127 Victor of Tunnuna s.a. 495 (22 ��
�
��
): Bellum Isauricum exardescit. Athenodorus et Longinus tyranni occiduntur.
 128 Theodore Lector, Epitome�449 (126, 24–27 �
��): ��4 �i K�
�$�� NK� K]"�� o�%�v . Another passage, Theodore Lector, 

Epitome 450 (127, 15–16 �
���������������#�������Q����������+���*�������������Q�������
Q�����<�����*��������V�������;�����
it does not offer any additional chronological hints; cf. George the Monk�IX 15�=625, 3–4 &��!���).

 129 Theophanes AM 5985 (138, 15–18 &��!���). F. ���& – H. ����������������������Q�5����Q�����TIB 5). Wien 1990, I 41.
 130 ������!
+
���*�
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�����*����������>
��"�*����
��>���, Consuls of the Later Roman Empire. Atlanta 1987, 529–533. 

In the successive years, the victorious commanders of the Imperial army, John the Scythian and John the Hunchback, would 
become consuls.
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crack down on the unfriendly and disloyal Patriarch. Besides, revealing the connections between 
Euphemios and the Isaurians was meant to have a further impact on his popularity at the capital, 
where they were commonly detested. An earlier deposition of the Patriarch would have caused much 
turmoil among the people of Constantinople attached to their bishop, as Theodore Lector makes it 
clear that after the deposition the people rioted and headed into the Hippodrome, where their ear-
nest imploring (
	��"�C�) on behalf of Euphemios was most probably directed to the emperor, not to 
God.131������
����V����=��+����<�����������5�+������������5�%QV��<����������q����;���<�������5�
by political considerations. Even though Theodore’s words referred to a revolt (��$]"��	�
�����	G�
�X��$	�"�N��������"), the people assembled at the Hippodrome seemed to beg forgiveness for the 
incriminated bishop rather than rise in protest against his deposition. Anastasius did not yield to the 
pressure from the people. He did not revoke his decision and the crowds were soon dispersed.132 
Perhaps, the Isaurian defeat provided the emperor with the proof of the Patriarch’s treason, such as 
Euphemios’ letter to the rebels, mentioned by Theodore in his work.133 It should also be emphasized 
that Theodore Lector, who was ill-disposed towards Anastasius and prompt to bring up the cases 
of the persecution of Chalcedonian bishops, would have had no reason to pass over the religious 
causes of Euphemios’ deposition. From the perspective of a defender of orthodoxy, accusations of 
high treason were more shameful than accusations of Nestorianism (as the latter would have aligned 
%QV��<����;���������=Q�����Q������=�����������Q��134). Apparently, therefore, the religious causes were 
of secondary importance to the emperor and the question of Nestorianism was rather a pretext to have 
the Patriarch deposed, not the other way round.135�#������+�����������������+���Q�*�������������+�����
Constantinople, usually appointed from among the circles of the Constantinopolitan clergy, held a 
very prominent position at the capital and enjoyed much popular support, hence the emperor would 
have run a great risk had he chosen to act openly against the bishop.136 Anastasius had to be very well 
prepared for his confrontation with the bishop, in particular as regards the necessity to buttress his 
own position at the capital, where he was not very popular. The consolidation of his authority and the 
<������*��Q++��������������Q�������
�������<�5�����V����
������������<V��������+�<��������V���+����+��
with Euphemios.137

 131 On how this phrase is interpreted, see &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of Anas-
tasius 230, note 26.

 132 Theodore Lector, Epitome 455 (128, 18–20 �
��) = George the Monk IX 15�=625, 12–15�&��!���); Theophanes AM 5988 
(140, 13–15 &��!���).

 133 ��
�
��, Church and State in the Later Roman Empire 55, also holds that the Patriarch maintained close relations with the 
rebels and suggests that the riots aimed against Anastasius, which broke out at Constantinople in 491, may have been insti-
gated by Euphemios. A similar opinion can be found in������, Anastasios I. 88 and 109. It should be stressed, however, that 
this is a mere speculation, without evidence in the sources. It is therefore rightly rejected by &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs 
and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of Anastasius 230, note 26.

 134 It is probably the reason why Theophanes, several centuries later, in his retelling of Theodore Lector’s account of Euphemios’ 
deposition, does not mention the accusations concerning the Bishop’s involvement in the Isaurian conspiracy.

 135 For different opinions on the matter, see ��
��&����������, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire ecclésiastique des six pre-
miers siècles XVI 660; $��&, The Fall of Macedonius in 511 – a Suggestion 184–185; $��&� Barbarische Bürger 335; &��
'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of Anastasius 230; �

���, Anastasius I 136–137 
and �����, Anastasios I. 89–90, who assert that Euphemios’ uncompromising pro-Chalcedonian attitude was the cause of his 
deposition, whereas the accusation of high treason was only a pretext which the Emperor had used to remove the troublesome 
Patriarch. Nonetheless,����>
��", Publizistische Sammlungen zum acacianischen Schisma 222, puts the emphasis on the 
political causes of the deposition.

 136 Cf. &�'����
�*�+��
���/, Patriarchs and Politics in Constantinople in the Reign of Anastasius 223–225 and 255–257; cf. 
�����, Anastasios I. 91.

 137 ����������������5��]�������=Q��������%QV��<�����5�V��������+������
���qV�����5����*�������<�������V��������+����+��
��;����
����%<V�������5����������V}�����������;������������*�
��;���������;���=Q����;���+�Q��5�
*�����������;����=���������<V������
��5��++��������+����+�V�������Q������*���5������
���+�������+�����5������������������<��������������Q�����������;��+����5��������
situation of constant overlapping of the two spheres of authority, i.e., of the Church and the state, particularly in Constanti-
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The tradition associated with Theodore Lector relates that Euphemios had been afraid he would 
be assassinated upon his deposition or at the place of his exile. He had taken refuge at the baptistery 
and requested a warranty of safety through Makedonios. The emperor agreed to grant it. The new Pa-
triarch, on his part, also furnished Euphemios with some money he had obtained, so that the fugitive 
could be able to sustain himself and those who were together with him.138 As regards Euphemios’ 
������������;�������V��+��+���*���������
��������<�����}�������*����;�����������5�
�����q���5���������
Euchaita, then to Ancyra, where he died in 515.139 Although the Synodicon Vetus accuses Anastasius 
of having both Euphemios and Makedonios murdered, the credibility of this account appears to be 
very doubtful.140 No such information can be found in any of the contemporary sources, while The-
ophanes, who also relates the hearsay of Makedonios’ assassination on the emperor’s orders, does 
not mention Euphemios at all.141 It cannot be found in the work of George the Monk, either, even 
though it seems that his relation of Theodore Lector’s History is reliable. Likewise, Victor of Tun-
nuna, another author to have drawn on Theodore’s History, does not say anything about non-natural 
causes of Euphemios’ death.142 Therefore, it does not seem likely that the account in question was 
derived from the work of this latter author.143 Apart from that, the accounts in Theophanes and the 
Synodicon also contain some other discrepancies. For instance, the former states that the reason for 
Makedonios’ relocation from Euchaita to Gangra was the Hunnic invasion, whereas the latter source 
notes that the emperor had banished the Patriarch straight to Gangra, at the same time mentioning, in 
passing, an incursion by the Goths. All these inaccuracies make the Synodicon’s account seem rather 
implausible in this regard. Perhaps, the author’s error stems from the chronological convergence of 
the deaths of the two patriarchs.

6. RECAPITULATION

Euphemios was an adamant follower of the Council of Chalcedon. From the beginning of his episco-
pate, he had expressed his wish to restore the ecclesiastical communion with Rome, but the unyield-
ing position of the Popes, especially that of Gelasius I, ruined the bishop’s hopes. Another notable 
����Q������%QV��<������V��+�V����;�������+����+��;���������������#��q��5�����;�����������]��=����
;�����5�
������<�5�������VV���������'���+�5����;����Q++��5�5�
*�����5�������*�<���������'���+�� 
 

  nople. The emperor and the bishop were constantly involved in the rivalry for their domains of activity, and charismatic 
patriarchs were able to achieve some considerable advantage over the emperor. The author notes that the rivalry between 
the secular and ecclesiastical centres of authority at Constantinople had even grown more intense at the time of the struggles 
over the Council of Chalcedon, when the ruler could not afford to lose his grip on the provinces, especially Egypt, and was 
apprehensive that the unity of the state might be jeopardized by Euphemios’ activity, cf. �����, Anastasios I. 92.

 138 Theodore Lector, Epitome 457 (128, 22–27 �
��) = George the Monk IX 15�=625, 17 – 626, 1�&��!���); Theophanes AM 
5989 (140, 20–26 &��!���).

 139 The information on Ancyra and the year 515 as the date of Euphemios’ death can be found solely in Victor of Tunnuna s.a. 
515.2 (32 ��
�
��
). The Synodicon Vetus 115 (96 &#$$? – �
����) suggests that Euphemios, as well as Makedonios, died 
at Gangra. Cf. '
�, Euphémius 1411 and �����, Anastasios I. 90, who link the accounts of Theophanes and Victor of Tun-
�Q�����5���=Q�������%QV��<������5���5����<�%Q+���������#�+*���
�+�Q����������"Q���+���������}�������Q==����������;������
is not supported by any evidence in the sources. Theophanes AM 6008 (161, 31–32 &��!��������*������������]���5��������5�
from Euchaita to Gangra before the Huns’ invasion and does not make any mention referring to Euphemios. As regards the 
doubt over the date given by Victor of Tunnuna, see also ��
��&����������, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire ecclésias-
tique des six premiers siècles XVI 806–807.

 140 Synodicon Vetus 115 (96 &#$$? – �
����).
 141 Theophanes AM 6008 (161, 31–162, 2 &��!���).
 142 Victor of Tunnuna s.a. 515.2 (32 ��
�
��
): Eo tempore Euphemius Constantinopolitanus episcopus apud Ancyram Gala-

tiae et Ariagne Augusta in regia urbe de hac vita transiere.
 143 Nevertheless, Christian Günther Hansen considers both of these accounts as two versions given by Theodore Lector, Epitome 

514 (148, 12–21 �
��).
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donian patriarch, Athanasios II. Euphemios’ efforts failed to produce any result, as the lack of any 
support from the emperor Anastasius had rendered any actual intervention in Egypt impossible. In 
spite of the difference in their approach to the question of Alexandria, where the emperor had been 
intent on preserving the status quo, especially in the face of the Isaurian rebellion, it was possible, 
nonetheless, to reach a certain modus vivendi between the ecclesiastical and imperial authorities in 
'����������V���5Q���=����������*��������#�������Q������=�}�����5�q�+���*����������<����+����+�������
sealed the bishop’s fate and led to his downfall was caused by political issues, not any doctrinal con-
troversy. Anastasius suspected or obtained some proof of Euphemios’ collaboration with the Isaurian 
rebels, which must have precipitated the bishop’s removal and exile. We do not know precisely if the 
synod of 496, which had carried through the procedure, used the accusation of heresy as the formal 
cause of Euphemios’ deposition. It is possible in view of the commonly held conviction in the East-
ern sources that tend to charge Euphemios with Nestorian sympathies. It seems, however, that the 
���V������������V��V������'����������V���+����<���������;����������5�+����������q����%QV��<�������
Euchaita was motivated by political reasons. This also explains why the bishop’s fall had taken place 
in 496, upon the consolidation of the Emperor’s power in Constantinople after his victory over the 
Isaurian rebel forces and his eventual realization as to the bishop’s disloyalty.




